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Dear Colleague: 

Enclosed are two sample High Holy Day sermons, a poster 
and an order blank for the Federation of Jewish Men's Clubs 
"Art of Jewish Living'! , .· Phase 1: "The Shah.bat (Friday Night) 
Seder" training program. 

On September 15th, copies will be available of this exciting 
six-session instructional technique for spreading knowledge to 
our congregants concerning the home rituals ". of Shabbat. 

This material has been developed by Dr. Ron Wolfson of 
the University of Judaism, field-tested by some of our ·congre
gations in Los Angeles, reviewed by our colleague, Barry Eckstein 
and endorsed by the R.A. Expansion of Servic-es Con:tmittee. The 
High Holiday sermons by our colleagues Moshe Tutnauer and 
Mordecai Waxman are intended to facilitate the "kick-off" of 
this Shabbat "literacy" campaign in each of our congregations 
following the holiday season. 

If you have any questions concerning the application of 
this "Art of Jewish Living" material within your congregation 
or alternative education setting, please contact Rabbi Charles 
Simon at the office of Fe4eration of Jewish Men I s Ciubs. 

Our Committee is delighted to participate in this venture 
with our Men's Clubs and looks forward to its successful 
implementation throughout the country. 

Shana Tova, 

~ M."""",, ',,0-6&--. 
Alan Silverstein 
Chairman, R.A. 
Expansion of Services Committee 

---



The Sabbath Rabbi Mordecai Waxman 

Whoever has spent a Sabbath in Jerusalem has some concept of what the Sabbath can 
mean to a -total society. Every Friday afternoon the pattern of life is changed. The 
stores close in the early afternoon. A hush descends upon the city. You see people 
carrying flowers home from the vendors who are seen on the streets. As twilight begins 
to descend. the buses stop running. The city is totally stilled and one is aware that one 
has entered into another period of time. This situation prevails through Saturday. 
There is a peculiar pattern to Saturday among many Jews. For many. it is a day of 
prayer in the morning. of kiddush after shu I in many private homes. of rest on Saturday 
afternoon. and then the buses rumble again and the Sabbath is over and the city returns 
to work-a-day life. 

I experienced this in Jerusalem during a period of seven months when I lived there. I 
was. however. aware not only of experiencing the Sabbath. but missing something which 
was a familiar part of my life. Sunday as a day with a special character of its own. 
disappeared. In Israel Sunday was Monday or Tuesday. Just another day in the 
work-a-day life. If there was any parallel to Sunday it was simply that it was on 
Friday when the Sunday papers came out and when the work-a-day was reduced to 1/2 
a day. When I came back to the U.S .• I discovered that save for the period spent in the 
synagogue. I had lost the Sabbath. All around me the world was celebrating Sunday on 
Saturday. even as it celebrated Sunday on Sunday. America today really has no Sabbath 
with a sense of sanctity. It merely has two Sundays which. indeed. reflect a different 
pattern of life. free for relaxation. but also without a sense of the sacred. 

Granted that Jerusalem has a special tone. Is there a need to seek the same spirit 
against far greater odds posed by a society and by the surroundings in New York or 
Boston? Has not. indeed. the goal of the Sabbath been achieved simply when one refrains 
from ordinary work and has a.day off to relax as he chooses? In a sense. the world has 
accepted the Jewish view that we need a regular day off from work. Is it indeed 
necessary to burden oneself with the many injunctions and restr ictions with which 
Judaism has surrounded the Sabbath? 

Isaac Arama (Akedat Yitzchak. Vayakhel). a medieval commentator. in effect responds 
to this question by pointing out that the observance of the Sabbath is mandated in the 
Ten Commandments in two different ways. In Exodus (20:1)we are bidden Zakhor to 
"Remember the Sabbath Day" In Deuteronomy we are bidden to Shamor; "Observe the 
Sabbath Day." Zakhor; says Arama. refers to rest as sanctif ication. while shamor 
implies rest from physical labor. When we refrain from labor. we are at best fulfilling 
half of the injunction. The MekhtJtah ( Yifro) suggests that half by itself is not 
satisfactory since God spoke both words at the same time. 

To understand the value of the Sabbath, it might be useful to consider it from within the 
Jewish perspective and from the point of view of someone who views the Sabbath from 
the outside. The Jewish perspective has been offered in various formulations by many 
people. A sensitive view by an outsider is provided by Harvey Cox. a Christ ian 
theologian. the author of The Secular City; in a book entitled. TurnIng East There Cox 
is concerned with the impact of Eastern religion on American life and he has a chapter 
on the Sabbath in which he makes several significant points. The Jewish perspect ive 
indeed is reflected in the statement of the Mekhiltah that cessation from work without 
sanctification is not sufficient. The whole thrust of Judaism has been to emphasize the 
need to invest the ordinary and mundane with sanctity. 

It is in this spirit that we are bidden to rec ite 100 blessings a day. blessings which call 
attention to the miracles of daily existence. the gift of intelligence. of Sight. of food 
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and clothing. of ingestion and excretion. of sleep and awakening. of rest and energy. We 
are thus reminded that what we take for granted is in itself miraculous and we are given 
a I ist of blessings to recite by way of saying. stop a moment in the dai Iy routine and 
make yourself aware by the recitation of blessings. that is by a declaration of 
sanctification. that the ordinary is extraordinary and the mundane is sacred. 

We seek to do the same with as common and ordinary an act as eating. One great 
challenge to the human being is to remind himself of his spiritual status even whilehe is 
enveloped in a body whose needs and demands are much the same as those found 
throughout the animal kingdom. The dietary laws and the rituals surrounding eating are 
designed to remind us that the actions which are essentially animalistic can be 
sanctified. It is this. rather than health considerations. which are the bases for Kashrut. 
and it is on this account that both the Bible and the Talmud set these laws and practices 
in the context of Kedosllim Tillyv- "You shall be Holy.· 

The sanctification of time is part of the Jewish pattern of investing life with holiness. 
In terms of sidereal time~ there is no difference between one hour and another. 
Differences appear when we impose ·personal time" upon the undifferentiated hours. 
Thus. perhaps. some special occasions in our I ives whose duration may be only a few 
moments may hold a place in our memory greater than many months or years. 

The Sabbath and the Holy Days represent an attempt to take a block of time and invest 
it with special meaning. The idea behind it is to compel us to recognize the 
extraordinary in the ordinary. thus giving significance to both dimensions of life by 
setting aside a day for a break in the routine of daily living. By surrounding it with 
regulations designed to emphasize its sacredness. we heighten our sensitivity to time 
and experience. That is the sense of the Talmudic story that food which the pagan seeks 
to emulate has a special taste because it enjoys the special spice which is the Sabbath. 

Cox. viewing the Sabbath from the outside. indeed sees it as endowed with a special 
spice. On his way to explore Eastern modes of meditation. he paused to partiCipate in a 
day long Sabbath observance in a small town in Colorado and concluded that "meditat ion 
is in essence a kind of miniature Sabbath." Cox is taken by the fact that Shabbat means 
"to desist" and he understands it to mean that it originally was a time designed for 
·ceasing form all activity and simply acknowledging the goodness of creation. It was' set 
aside for affirming what is.· In contrasting it. however. with meditation. Cox makes 
the cogent pOint that while meditation is represented as a total way of life. Israel 
recognized that although human beings can catch a glimpse of the realm of purity and 
innocence. they also live in the fractured world of division. greed and sorrow. Sabbath. 
is. therefore. only one day out of seen and is Israel's ingenious attempt to live both in 
history and beyond it - both in time and eternity. 

Cox secondly paints out that the Sabbath is the Jewish answer to the profound question 
all rei igions face about the relationship between doing and being. between real ity as 
changeless and reality as change. In the Bible the key terms are not bein and ener -
but creation and rest. In this connection. the use of the word. Vayinafasll Exodus 31) 
which carries the connation of "drawing breath" as appl ied to God himself. in the 
context of the Sabbath. establ ishes the Sabbath as the I ink between God and man (who 
also "draws breath") in a dialectic action and rest. But as against the point of view of 
Eastern thought which emphasizes how to do nothing. the Jewish view sees the retreat 
from and the return to the work-a-day world as equally important. 

Thirdly. Cox sees the democratic principle embodied in Israel's observance of the 
Sabbath. In Eastern religions. meditation is left to the Monks. In Christianity. 
contemplation was largely the role of a spiritual elite. In Judaism everyone is requested 
to pause and "draw breath." 
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Because the Sabbath is universal. embracing man and woman. servant and animal. rather 
. than an elite. it also has an ethical dimension. It sets the rich and the poor. the 
powerful and the powerless alike in their equal role of imitation of God. This is 
precisely how Heine envisioned the Sabbath in his image of the enchanted prince 
compelled all week to I ive as a dog. who is returned to his own shape on the Sabbath. 

Writing in these terms. Cox goes on to say: "To rediscover in our tie this underlying 
human meaning of the Sabbath should make Jewish young people think twice about 
whether they want to follow in the footsteps of 'enlightened' parents who have shied 
away from Sabbath observance as an embarrassment. It should cause Christians to 
wonder' how some of the seventh day spell. so spoiled by misguided puritan opposition to 
enjoying its freedom. can be found again.· 

Cox. however. is not sanguine that · a general observance of the Sabbath can be 
reinstituted in our time. it would require. for Jews, a fight and self-conscious 
subculture which Jews once had but do not have any longer. Rather. what we need is a 
form of Sabbath observance which we can function on an individual or small group basis. 
but which restores the lost dialectic of action and repose. 
What Cox craves for society at large. is available to Jews who are in quest. because it 
comes out of an authentic tradition which has sought and found. judaism has developed a 
way of experiencing the r·iches of the Sabbath. if the will is there. It recognizes that one 
cannot be enjoined to feel different at 6 P.M. on Friday night. But the ceremonies and 
the actions which are involved in entering upon the Sabbath are all designed to induce a 
mood, Thus, the preparation of special food and a special table for the Sabbath. the 
donning of ·Sabbath clothes," the lighting of candles, the recitation of Kiddush. table 
songs and the more leisured meals and consequent table talk can all create an ambience. 
If in the course of a day free from work and shopping and physical tasks. time .is set aside 
for prayer. for cultivation of family and friends. for reading or study of a special kind 
(one young man I know made it a point to read Buber on the Shabbat). and to familiarize 
oneself with the Bible, the Sabbath will indeed have a special flavor .... 

Nonetheless. the difficulty of maintaining the Sabbath in an atmosphere where it is not 
being maintained by others. is as Cox suggests, a major problem. In the age of the small 
and dispersed family it may be necessary to create artificial groups who together will 
undertake to share in Sabbath observance and create an atmosphere from which all may 
benefit. In every congregation. there must be a number of families or individuals who 
will undertake to share in an adventure of the spirit. This is not only desirable, but is 
eminently necessary jf Judaism is to continue to be a vital and vibrant faith in the 
Oiaspora where we need patterns and attitudes to unite us to one another and to unite 
the generations one to another. The words of Ahad Ha'am certainly true for the past. 
are equally vital for the resent and future - "More than Israel has preserved the 
Sabbath, the Sabbath has preserved Israel." 
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A Neilah Sermon Rabbi Moshe Tutnauer 

Explanatory Note: This sermon outline has been prepared for use at Neilah. Neilah is a 
time of quiet and reflection. It is an appropriate time for contemplating how we wi II 
behave as Jews during the coming year. 

I. Story found in Agnon's Days of Awe: King whose beautiful daughter refuses all 
suitors. Decrees that she must marry next person seeking her hand. He turns out 
to be a boorish person. living far from civilization. King's daughter is desperately 
unhappy. She writes to father. complaining. King decides to visit his daughter. 
Townspeople hear that the king is coming. Crowd around her filling house with 
music and dance. King arrives. is astounded. and asks daughter why she is 
complaining. Daughter; Today the king is here and I am beloved. Tomorrow. he 
will be gone - and what will become of me??? 

II. Sermonic Development: King is the High Holy Days. Daughter is the Jewish soul. 
Husband is the Jewish People. The Jewish soul is dying of loneliness. Cries out. 
King comes. Husband and neighbors fill the house. but what will be when the king 
leaves??? 

III. Can Judaism be meaningful only when the king is present? 

IV. Perhaps we have to invite the Queen into our homes. That Queen is Shabbat. 

V. The Queen is beloved by every segment of the Jewish People. 
A. Those who relate to Judaism as a Theology: The Shabbat is a "sign" between 

God and the people forever . He who desecrates the Shabbat breaks the tie 
which has existed since the creation of the world and the inception of the 
Jewish people. 

B. Those who relate to Judaism as a legal system: 'The Shabbat provides a 
network. del icately constructed. which helps the observant Jew to set aside 
one day a week for prayer. study. and the building of relationships with 
community and family. An opportunity "to purify our hearts. to serve thee in 
truth. " 

C. Those who are moved by the ethics of Judaism: What better vehicle than the 
Shabbat for teaching the primacy of the spiritual over the material? "What 
we are depends on what the Shabbat means to us." (Heschel) The influence of 
the Shabbat extends throughout the week. Each day is a pilgrimage toward the 
Shabbat. ' 

D. Those who want to be part of the Jewish people: Can one picture a Jewish 
community which has abandoned the Shabbat? Indeed. "More than Israel has 
preserved the Shabbat. the Shabbat has preserved Israel." (Ahad Ha'am) 

VI. The queen can be brought into our I ives and into our homes every week of the year. 
She can be greeted with song. she can help us become closer to our families and to 
our communities. She can bring holiness and Godliness into our lives. 

VII. No wonder then that the Federation of Jewish Men's Clubs is embarking on a 
program to help Conservative Jews bring the Queen into their homes - every 
week. 

VIII. What should follow now is a description of the program. See other mater ials 
included in this package; also Alex Shapiro's column in RA New;; Vol. 2. No.7. 
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A PERIOOIC .SUMMARY OF MATERIALS AND NEWS FROM THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

September 1989 

This bulletin is designed to provide readers with a quick overview of 
materials produced and distributed by the American Jewish Committee in 
recent weeks. If you would like copies of any item described, please use 
the order blank on the last page. Single copies 'ot materials, ~xcept those 
marked with an asterisk, will be sent free to AJC members; all other 
orders must be prepaid. 

American Jewish Year Book 1989, edited by David Singer 
and Rutl:t R. Seldin. S88 pp. . 

In its demography section, this latest edition of the 
. standard reference work on Jewish life in the U.S. and 

abroad rep<?rts 'that the Jewish population continues to 
grow in the Sunbell and on the West Coast while some 
communities in the Northeast and Midwest have declined 
10 percent or more. Two special articles are featured: 
Sylvia Barack FIshman, in "The Impact of Feminism on 
American Jewish Life," reporlS on the ~muhifaceted 

nowering~ of American Jewish women and on radical 
transformations in the home, the synagogue, and the 
community; Jack Wertheimer, in ~Recent Trends in 
American Judaism," surveys the changing character of 
American Jewish life and resulting changes in religious 
institutions. The volume includes updated world Jewish 
population estimates, a directory of Jewish organizations, 
obituaries, and Hebrew calendars. 

Israel and the Inlifada: Findjngs of the April 1989 Roper 
Poll, by David Singer and Renae Cohen. 20 pp. 

A national Roper poll that included questions 
furnished by the AJC found Ihat "between April 1988 and 
April 1989, Israel's standing with the American public was 
essentially unChanged, with only a very slight increase in 
pro-Arab sentiment . . .. American Jews ... continued to 
be seen by the American public in a poSitive light." The 
Roper ,data are presented in 16 tables . . David Singer is 
director of the AlC's Department of Information and 
Research, and Renae Cohen is a research analyst. 

organization's executive vice president urges American 
Jews to pursue their group issues in the national political 
process just as other groups legitimately do. He advocates 
that Jews adhere to a liberal approach to public policy 
thaI is consistent with "our interest in promoting a stable 
society ... that is toleram of diversity and provides the 
kind of fertile ground in which groups like ours may best 
flouriSh." 

Major U.S. Supreme Court Civil Rights/Affirmative Action 
Decisions, January-Jun~ 1989, by Samuel Rabinove. 17 
pp. 

AJC's legal director analyzes seven recent decisions 
of the Supreme Court in affirmative-action cases and 
concludes, " ... the Supreme Court has swung to the 
'right.' ... It's recent watershed decisions, taken together, 
are likely to make discrimination suilS more difficult to 
bring, more difficull to win, and more vulnerable to 
challenge if, in fact. they are won: They will assuredly 
have a chilling effeCt on the ~spirations of racial 
minorities and women" 

The New York News Media and the Central Park Rape, 
by Linda S. Lichter, S. Robert Lichter, and Daniel ' 
Amundson. 29 pp. 

Cosponsored by AlC's Institute for American 
Pluralism and the Center for Media and Public Affairs in 
Washington, D.C., this report analyzes two weeks of media 
coverage of the beating and rape of a young white woman 
in New York's Central Park by a ~wilding· gang of black 
and Hispanic teenagers in April 1989. The authors find 

Living in Two Civilizations: Jews in the Political Process, that even at their most sensationalistic, the media 
by Ira Silverman. 12 pp. conscientiously labored to prevent the incident from 

Speaking at AlC's 83rd annual meeting, the exacerbating racial tensions in the city. 
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An Analysis of Jo Franklin·Trout's 1V Production -Days 
of Rage: The Young Palestinians," by George E Gruen. 
8 pp. 

Of this controversial TV film about the intifada, 
AJCs director of IsraeI.and Middle East Affairs concludes: 
-... it is not really. a documentary at ,all. Its use of 
selective quotes, carefully chosen images that stress Israeli 
guilt and Palestinian innocence, and its distortion of fact, 
make 'Days of Rage' not simply 'advocacy journalism, but 
dishonest ad:vocacy journalism.-

AddreSs by Richard von Weizsaecker to the American 
Jewish Committee, June 4, 1989. 13 pp. ' 

Recipient of the AJe's American Liberties Med;t1lion, 
the · president of the' Federal Republic of Germany 
discusses the vital role of the United States in the 
development and maintenance of German democracy. The 
principles underlying Germany's constitution, he says, are 
·consistent with those of the American Constitution: and 
he praises Ale for its ongoing work in promoting -an 
honest though not easy dialogue between Jewish 
Americans and Germans.-

Conflict or Cooperalion? Papers on Jewish Unity. 81 pp. 
Ten academicians, rabbis, and communal leaders 

explore diversity and schism in historic and contemporary 
Judaism in papers prepared for a December 1987 
conference convened by AJe, CLAL--The National·Jewish 
Center for Learning and Leadership, and the City 
University of New York Graduate Center, in response to 
growing internal Jewish religious conflict. "At stake," 
writes Steven Bayme, director of AJCs Jewish Communal 
Affairs Department, in his foreword, "ate the future 
relations among the movements, espeCially between 
Orthodox and non-Orthodox Jews, American .Jewry-Israel 
relations, and the ability of the community to maintain a 
united froni in its public advocacy efforts on behalf of 
Jewish domestic and foreign concerns." 

Interim Report: Think Tank on Immigrant Absorption and 
Accul~uration, prepared by Dr. Ronald Kronish, 14 pp. 

The think tank formed in Israel by Ale to deal with 
Israeli immigration problems makes more than a dozen 
recommendations for improvement in immigrant services 
in housing, employment, information, education and child 

'care, stipends, municipal involvement, and immigration 
. organizations. 

Judaism in the Jewish state: A 1989 Survey of Attitudes 
or Israeli Jews, by Hanoch and Raft Smith. 29 pp. 

An opinion poll conducted in Israel for the AJe 
found that majorities of Israeli Jews oppose revisi~g the 
Law of Return to deny Jewish status to persons converted 
by non-Orthodox rabbis and favor permitting Reform and 
Conservative rabbis in Israel to perform marriages and 
conversions and to grant divorces. 
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Policy-Oriented Research on Antisemitism: An Inquiry, by 
Ben Halpern. 18 pp. 

[n this second publication in the series ~Working 
' Papers on Contemporary Anti-Semitism: the Richard 
Koret Professor of Near Eastern Studies Emeritus at 
Brandeis University argues that research on anti-Semitism 
has' thus far failed to produCe effective policy directives 
because it has regarded anti-Semitism as a disease whose 
causes could be identified and removed. In fact, writes 
Halpern, anti-Semitism is not a disease but a persistent 
tradition, and ~Jewish policy must find ways to live with it,. 
since it cannot uproot it.- Historically, a ~nuctuating 
balance- between anti-Semitism and tolerance has enabled 
Jews to survive among gentile peoples. The problem' for 
)ewish policymakers today is to maintain the delicate 
balance of toleration. to understand ~the current limits of 
recognition and rights that others are ready to concede: 

The Roots of Altruism, by Pearl M. Oliner and Samuel P. 
Oliner. 22 pp. 

The authors of The Altruistic Personality.: Rescuers of 
Jews in Nazi Europe (The Free Press, 1988) summarize 
their study of the social and psychological factors that 
impelled some non-Jews, who had nothing tangible to gain 
and much to lose, to save Jewish lives during the 
Holocaust while others stood by. They conclude: 
-Altruistic predispositions are learned -, cultivated, 
nurtured and,nourished in primary relationships .... [BIut 
the task cannot be left to parents alone .... [MJany social 
institutions need to assume this obligation, including 
schools and churches.M 

The Transformation of American Jewish Politics, by Peter 
y. Medding. 32 pp. 

-Less than three decades ago," wriles Medding, an 
associate professor in the departmen IS of political science 
and contemporary Jewry in the Hebrew University of 
Jeru~lem, American Jewry ·was politically weak and 
unimportaill. Today it is widely perceived to be a 
significant and influential force .... Issues of direct and 
immediate, concern to Jews figure prominently . on the 
American political agenda .... ~ This was accompliShed, 
he explains, by American Jews' movement from the 
~liberal politiCS of individual rights" to the ·pluralist 
pOlitics of group survival." 

The Arab-Israel Conflict and the Peace Process. 3 pp. 
This background paper, agreed to at AJC's 83rd 

Annual Meeting after often-heated debate, calls for action 
by Israel, the Arabs, and the United States to resolve the 
Arab- Israel conflict. It commends the deciSion of th~ 
Israeli government to propose "free and open" elections in 
the occupied territories by which the Arab inhabitants can 
choose their own representatives to negotiate with Israel 
on the future status of those territories. 



Capital Update: Policy Issues of Concern to the Jewish 
Community. 60 pp. 

The May 1989 review from AJC's Washington office 
highlights three issues: U.S- immigration policy toward 
Soviet Jewish emigres; possible revision of U.S. foreign
aid law that win impact negatively on Israel and Egypt; 
and church/state ·issues in recent congressional cbild-care 
initiatives. Also reviewed is the U.S. Supreme Court's 
ruling in Webster v. Reproductive Heailh Services. in which 
AJe joined with other major national organizations in an 
amicus brief urging the Court to strike down a Missouri 
statute limiting access to abo,rtions. 

Child Care in Jewish Family Policy, by Ruth Pinkensan 
Feldman. 10 pp. 

A consultant on childhood and family issues, Dr. 
Feldman urges the Jewish community to more actively 
support Jewish family life by providing day-care services, 
by adopting in its own institutions liberal employment and 
benefits policies, and by. participating in the pUblic-policy 
debates on child-care legislation. 

Grandparenting, by Gladys Rosen. 6 pp. Teaching Kids 
JeWish Civic ResponSibility, by Steven Bayrne. 8 pp. 

In articles ~eproduced trom The Hadassah Magazine 
Jewish Parenring Book, Gladys Rosen, program associate 
in AJC's Jewish Communal Affairs Department, highlights 
the role of grandparents ,in transmitting Jewish and 
famil~al values, and Steven Bayme, director of that 
department, shows how parents can teach Jewish ethical 
and civic values to their children. 

Jewish Political Power in America, by Hyman Bookbinder. 
6 pp. 

Ale's retired Washington representative, speaking at 
the organization's 83rd Annual Meeting, urges Jews to 
become ' increasing1y active in the. political party of their 
choice. Jews should not take either party for granted, he 
advises, nor should ·either party take the Jewish vote for 
granted. 

"Skinheads" -- Shadow or Substance?, by Milton EUerin. 
10 pp. 

Immaturity, ignorance, and mindless love of violence, 
more than racism, are the hallmarks of the skinhead 
phenomenon. Numbering only 2,000-2,500, without 
central headquarters, command structure, or cohesion, and 
with no clearly defined objective or philosophy, the 
Skinheads do not constitute a political movement. Besides 
being a law-enforcement problem, they have the potential 
of providing manpower for such established hate groups 
as the KKK and the Posse Comitatus. 

The Condition or the Christian in Israel: Proceedings of 
a Sixth Meeting or the Liaison Group. 27 pp. 

Cosponsored by AlC's Israel Office, the Ecumenical 
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TheOlogical Research Fraternity in Israel, and the Israel 
Interfaith Association, this conference examined the status 
of Christians in Israeli society · by asking: What are their 
legal, natural and historical rights? What are their social 
circumstances, and what are the public attitudes toward 
them? Are Christians ·strangers" or indigenous to the 
land? What, indeed, is their status, and what are the legal 
aspects of that presence? 

Diaspora-Israel Relations: New Trends and Developments, 
by A James .Rudin. 9 pp. 

Rabbi Rudin, AJC's director of interreligious affairs, 
examines divergent trends in American Jewish and Israeli 
life and concludes: "After 40 plus . years, the false 
assumptions, the unrealistic expeCtations, and the 
dverblown promises have given way to a complex, 
problematic, and long-term family relationship. What is 
called for now is realism, hope, and maturity." 

The Arab Summit in Casablanca: Unity Still Eludes .tbe 
Arab World, by Riva Silverman. 6 pp. 

Silverman, a research analyst in Ne's International 
Relations Department, notes that the May 1989 meeting 
reached Consensus on three points: Egypt was readmitted 
to (he Arab League; the PLO's "peace initiative" received 
qualified endorsement; and principles were agreed upon 
for the exchange of prisoners in the Iran-Iraq war. The ' 
presence of Syrian troops in Lebanon remained a divisive 
issue. 

Jewish Identity and Self·Esteem: Healing Wounds 
Through Elhnolherapy, by Judith Weinstein Klein. 58 pp. 

This is the second edition of Dr. Klein's pioneering 
198:0 study for the AJC's Institute for American Pluralism, 
with a new introduction by the author. "For practitioners 
of mental health who wish to guide their clients and 
patients through the intricacies of ethnicity and selfhood: . 
writes Irving M. Levine, the Institute'S director, in his 
preface, "and for lay people who wish to demystify their 
own ethnic identity conflicts, this book serves as an 
excellent compass: 

Seder of Understanding: An Interethnic/lnterreligious 
Program for the Passover Season. 11 pp. 

Readings from the Haggadah, thought-provoking 
insights and observations, holiday songs, and cross-cultural 
references used during the third annual -Seder of 
Understanding" on April 11, 1989, to promote greater 
understanding among different ethnic and religious groups. 
The seder was sponsored by the Successors, the young 
leadership group of AJC's New York chapter. 

Talking Points on the Arab-Israeli ConOict and the Peace 
Process, by George E. Gruen and Riva Silverman. 5 pp. 

Updated statements of Ale positions on 10 vital 
issues involved in the Arab-Israeli conflict, including an 



international conference, West Bank elections, and the 
Israeli record on human rigbts. Dr. Gruen is director and 
Riva Silverman is a research analyst in the Israel and 
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Two Sermons on Israel 

Rabbi Yose/Green . 

In an address before AIPAC the U.S. Secretary of State, Mr. James Baker, reflecting his govern· 

( 

ment's attirude with regard to the Arab-Israeli conflict. said, "Is.:ael must lay aside. once and for all, 
the unrealistic vision of a greater Israel." 

If by "a greater Israel" Mr. Baker had in mind ~ Israel of Judea. Samaria and the 
Gaza Dishier, or for that matter Israeli DlJe of the administered territories, the consensus in Israel 
would be in complete agreement. Full autono~y for the Palestinians is favored by the great majority 
of Israelis. but that does not mean that the Jewish people in Israel and in the Diaspora reject the--' 
vision of a greater Israel. ---
Many still remember the hit song from the musical "Man From La Mancha" entitled "Io Dream the 
Impossible Dream", Twenty two centuries before Cervantes, the Jewish pIe were "dreaming tfie
impossible dream". Re1='ing from the Babylonian captivity,lrl.l?m U"ll p'3 l1J'lIIl1IC " Jll11J .• 

And after the destruction of the Secon~ Commonwealth in the year 70 C.E., we never abandoned the 
dream of a reconstituted Jewish State. Even when Jerusalem was renamed by the Romans, Aelia 
Capitolina and Je~s were refused cobY, we remembered Jeremiah's words: 'The children COTfsrael) 
will return to dieir land. I 

For 1800 years the land was governed by Romans, Byzantines, Saracens, Crusaders, Mamelukes, " . 
_ Onomans and the British, our people were in exile. strangers in the land of their dispersion. Our eyes 

were filled with tears but our vision remained clear. In our festival prayers we recalled those times 
when Jewish pilgrims thronged the courts Of the Temple: 

. 1"'K" 1111ll~ n,KI.l U"'ml ~d 1111"TPl.l 11':1 C"'~""'" 1"Y )1'1 UIC':lnl 

And behold, the impossible dream came true 5 Iyar 5708 --41 years agn. The prophetic vision was 
realized. And even ~hen the Nazi beast gassed ~d incinerated onc and a half million Jewish chil-' 

( 

dren, we never abandoned the dream of the prophet Zachariah "And the squares of the city (Jerusa· 
lem) 'shall be eroWe'd with boys and girls playing (Jewish children answenng to the names of A vre· 
mele and Yankele, SaraIe and Chanele)." And though it Will seem 1mpOssibie to the remnant of this 

- people in those days, God tells the prophet "Shall it alSo be impossible to me? --<leelares the Lord of 
Hosts." 

When all is ~d and done and wrinen, the greatest wonder is that Jews continue to cling to the 
impossible, to the unrealistic dream of a ~ater Israel in the figurative if not the literal sense. Bat
fered by every tempeSt;"ifflicted by every ordeal, sometimes appearing to be crushed by the weight 

_ of a tragic destiny here we are, Mr. Baker, always resilient. never defeated, never without a vision' of 
an even greater Israel. 

Few events in human history have seemed more improbable than the vision of a Iewish national 
renaissance, nothing in human history would have seemed more unrealistic than the rebinh of Jewish 
freedom here in the land of Israel. Here, on a patch of land no more than 200 miles long and 100 - . 
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miles wide at its broadest point, in this air-neue, land a people now numbering less than five million 
outlof a world populatlon numbering in the billions has realized an impossible dream, 3M years 

( after David made Jerusalem capital of the Kingdom of Israel, 19 centuries after we were exiled from 
\ this land by the Romans, OUT people returned to the land where it was born and from which it had 

been separated for thousands of years. 

This, Mr. Baker, was achieved against every calculation of chance. Our generation has lived through 
one of the lowest points in modem Jewish history. A time when even well~meaning gentiles must 

J have been wondering if an end had not come to the unrealisric.1ewish dream. 

Yet within a few yean; of its darkest days, the Jewish people beheld its fl~g w!...th the star of David 
planted in the family ~.which it_had.been.abseAt.-for_s,p many centuries. Jews arose 
phoenix-like to new life, new strength and to youthful vigor. Never was me Jewish people stronger 

- than in its moment of weakness and never more helpful than in its moment of despair. 

The theologian S0ren Kierkegaard said, "Life mUM be lived forwani but can only be understood 
backward". It is the backward look at 40000 years of Jewish history that enables the JeWish people 
to cling to unrealistic visions such as a greater Israel a vision which takes into lCcount the civil 
Iibenies of the Palestinians, which would allow foJ:' their elected representatives to administer their 
own affairs in an autonomous manner and in peaceful coexi~~nce and in regional cooperation with 
Israel and Jordan. We will never give up our dreams U"C" ,,., U""M an ":Ii nor can we give up our 
visions because without a vision a people loses not only restraint but its very will to exist And so, 
Mr. Baker, the Iewish·Israeli vision, if anything, must be sustained and enlarged to encompass the 

.- messianic dream of the lion lying down with the lamb while every man shall sit under his own fig
tree in peace and security for swords will be beaten into plowshares and spears into pruning hooks; 
nations shall not lift up s~ against nation, neither shall they learn war anymore. 

But that messianic era has not yet arrived. And-until then, ne~ther hostile acts, pressure from the 
great powers or U.N. resolutions will force us to surrender. Do you, Mr. Baker, actually believe that 
what the combined might of.~even Arab armies and their allies failed to accomplish will be achieved 
by hooligans. schoolchildren and religious fanatics aIiDed with rocks and petrol bombs? 
~ - -

Indeed, the best hope for the Palestinians is to end the intifada and accept the Shamir-Rabin proposal 
_for free elections in the territories which will pave the way to a pennanent and peaceful solution of ' 

the Arab Israeli conflict. 

Yesterday we commemorated the day when more than 3,000 years ago at Mr. Sinai our ancestors 
stood in awe at ~e foot of the mountain. and received a message of Divi~. of moral choice and 
ethiciil duty. A message which the prophets of Israel expanded into a universal vision of justice and 
~ 

peace. Today, there is virtually no civilization which does not bear the marl< of th!S unrealistic 
vThion. Shall we, proud descendants of Moses and Aaron, Amos and Isaiah, Yehudah Halevi and 
Henl, Weizmann and Ben Gurion renounce the hope of ttansmitting this dream to futUre genera· 
tions? 

I am afraid not, Mr. Baker. Israel, with the help of the Almighty will carry its past into its future. A 
future we hope and pray, which will be as long and as glorious as its past. And we will continue to 
be inspired by a large ambition: to see great visions and to dream great dreams. And to aniculate 
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them with a voice that will continue to echo and resonate in authentic Jewish accents 
!Jill!. U'Il'J n,nllJ ?KUn nK'J ~, 

There is an incident reponed in tcxlay's Torah portion which is more timely at this very moment than 
ever before in the history of the Jewish people. The incident took place after)8 years spent in the 
wilderness. The old generation has died or is dying, a new generation has grown up. (Even the old , 
leaders Aaron and Miriam and Moses are dead or about to die). The Israelites are now in the final 
stretch of their journey to Eretz Istael. But blocking their way to the eastern bank of the Jordan, 
gateway to the promised land, is the territory of Edom, descendants of Esau. To save nme, Moses 
thought it best to cross Edom directly, from So.rth to North. The road through Edom was known as 

(jerekh ha-melekh;and led from the Gulf of Abba in the South up though Edom to Damascus in the 
Nonh. 

And as we read in Deuteronomy 20: 14-21. Moses sent messengers from the encampment in Kadesh 
to the king of Edom. The messengers addressed the king as follows: ~ 

This is your brother Israel speaking: You know all the hardshipS thal have befallen us, that our ancestors went 
down 10 Egypt and lived there for a long time, and the Egyptians dealt harshly with us and with our ancestors. 
We cried to the Lad and He heard our plea, and He sent a messenger who freed us from EgypL Now we are in 
Kadesh. the town on the border of your mirory. Allow ustliei\to cross your country. We will not pass through 
fields or vineyards, and we will not drink waac:r frcm wells. We will follow the king's highway, turning off 
neither to the right nor the left until we have aossed your territory. 

But Edam answered, "You shall not h u.s., else we will go out 'ost au 'with the sword", Edomite 
king saying. "We wiu keep to beaten track and if we or our e drink your wa1eT, we wi payor it We 
ask only for passage on foot -it is but a small mauer". But they replied. "You shall not pass through'" And 

_ Edam went out against them in heavy force, strongly armed, ~ Israel turned away from them and journeyed 
roWldabout in order to rea:::h their final destinatioo. 

It struck me as I read these verses that this is the fu}t.instance of hasbarah conducted by the Israelite 
nation. Moses sent a messenger to explain to the king of Edom all about the trials and aibulations of 
the Jewish people and why it was impetative that Edom pennit them to pass through their territory. 
Moreover, the Ismelites would greatly benefit from such a friendly gesture and the Edomites in tum 
would be amply rewarded. The answer was negative; the Israelites. not wishing to violate Edom's 
sovereign "right, had no choice ,but to find an alternative route. 

In Deuteronomy (2:5) the Israelites are in fact admonished not to become an excuse for any hostile 
"1 act vis a vis the Edomites in the future. On this verse, Nachmanides wntes' "It is not fitting nor is it 
\. proper to take fiOm £Sau what was gIven to them as a legacy from God." 

The hasbarah mission to the Edomites ended in failure, as did the request for assistance from this 
foreign power. Unfortunately, we have seen a replay in our own day of unsuccessful attempts to -
explain ~rael's recent history, the genocidal attack on Jews by the Nazis, the centuries of anti
Semitic attacks on our people which preceded the Holocaust and our position in the AraI>-IstaeIi 
conflict. We have been trying to offset Arab propaganda and win broader support for Ismel in the 
international aren~ The results have been rather discouraging. Some months ago P.M. Shamir was in 
Washington and in appearances before the media and before audiences from coast to coast suc
ceeded in winning broad Jewish suppon for Israel's peace initiative. President Hayim Herzog reo 
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turned from a state visit to ~aving scored an unqualifi~ success in pre~nting before the 
Canadian Parliament and the Canadian people and before the world media good reasons for support
ing Israel and the Israeli peace initiative. He did so like a good'iawyer which he is by profession, 
presenting Israel's case logically. pewasively and articulately. 

No matter what it takes, Israel must continue to wage a campaign for the heans and minds of Jews 
and· gentiles alike. Not every shaliah will have the stature of Israel's presiden t and prime minister. 
But they can, nevenheless, articulate passionately and persuasively the policy of Israel's National 
Unity Government. They can express the sentiments of a majority of Israelis wb,o form a national 
consensus even though it may be unacceptable to a minority to the right and to the left. 

~-

I would point out that the obsessive fixation with every stone-throwing incident in the West Bank. 
has only served to obscure the truly ominous developments in the Middle East, be they in Iran, ./ 
Af h . tan or in Lebanon, and that it is against this background that the free world must V1ew 
Israel, the one an only bastion of democracy in the region. One only has to look at the map of the 
Middle East to realize the vital significance, for the security of the free world, of the State of Israel, 
the single solid island of stability, loyalty and friendshiR to her partners in the free world. Israeli 
hasbarah must not let the world forget that 41 years ago in Israel's Declaration ~f Independence we 
held out our hand to our Arab neighbors in a quest for peace. Ou,r peace offer was rejected; instead, 
the annies of seven Arab states combined with Palestinian Arabs in an effort to destroy the embry
onic Jewish state before. its binh and to drive us into the sea Let it not be forgotten how in Isra~.I's 

War for Independence we fought back desperately without adequate arms and outnumbered outgun
ned and embargoed by most of the countries of the free world. Thanks only to heroism and sacrifice 
of the Yishuv, the leadership of Ben Gurion, the help of the Almighty, and of world Jewry, did we 
manage to survive. 

From the moment of its birth, Israel stretched out its hand !n an offer of peace, but it was rejected. 
For 19 years, from 1948-1967, the West Bank was occupied by Jordan and the Gaza strip was occu
pied by Egypt. But the Palestinians were not granted independence, nor was a Palestinian state 
established, because the, as today, the last thing the Arab world wanted was a Palestinian stare. 

There days after the conclusion of the Six Day War in 1967 the Israeli Cabinet offered to return the 
S"inaf desert to EgyprLth~ Golan Heights to Syria in return for ~emilit3rization and ~ace. The Arab 
reply-to this approach was the Khartoum Summit Conference with its ~' -no'to negotia-
tions with Israel, no to recognition of Israel and no to peace with Israel. - =--- - --
In 1977 the program nf full autonomy for the Palestinians proposed by the then Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin was rejected out of hand. Had thi,s propo~ been accepted, we might by now have 
been well on the road to a pennanent settlement But the Palestinians responded in the manner of the 
Edomites. 

Israel is nevertheless irrevocably committed to the peace process and I believe that sooner or later 
peace will be achieved. 

One orily has to look back to the year 1977 when most of Israel's borders were hertnetically sealed 
and thete was no passage of people or trade across our borders. Who would have dreamt then that 
today the Israeli flag would fly over an Israeli Embassy in Egypt and Egyptian flag over the Egyp-
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• tian embassy in Israel? Who would have dreamt that ten years after the signing afthe Israel-Egypt 
Peace Treaty, Egypt would be accepted back into the Arab league while remaining loyal to its 
commitments to I~el and whit is more, would resume its role as a leader in the Arab world? 

Who would have dreamt that this year approximatel 120,000 Israeli tourists will visit E t d 
_ that joint ~ "15'1" agri~a1 p~"ld be taking place simu taneous y in th Nile Delta 

andth~ 

Who would have dreamt 12 years ago that over a million ~ Ie would annually be crossing over the 
bridges of the Jordan rive ~ dire' at each day hundreds of true s carryIng produce 
and exports are movIng in both directions. (And who would have dreamt that in 1989 thousands of 
Israeli Muslims would !lC making iJleir way to Mecca for the Haj, their holy pilgrimage?) 

The present unrest in Judea. Samaria and the Gaza disaict is as irrational and self-destructive as each 
of the previous Arab attacks on Israel. But we must remind our friends, Jews and non-Jews alike that 
it is easy to discuss our problems at a distance, to make speeches, write articles and offer solutions. It 

- is less easy for those of us living in Israel who, together with our children and grandchildren, will 
bear the consequences should Israel's leaders, God forbid, make the wrong decision. 

There is no desire in Israel to rule over another DCODle an4.!2 direct its lives; neither can Israel 
permit -the Intifada to continue, because if it does it can only deteriorate into another edition of Beirut 

-:- or Teheran. And so Israel has no choice but to put down the civil unrest and restore law and oider. 
which in our eyes poses a threat to the security of our state and to peaceful coexistence between Jews 
and Arabs. 

As for the criticism levelled against Israel's handling of the uprising. in the territories I have yet to 
see any country facing a similar situation with ~er restrainL The world hean; about the 500 Arabs 
killed as a result of their partici ·.on in the attacks Israeli nnel. But how many peOple have 

___ been told by the media that' gena I sn 500 demonstrators were killed ot in 20 
months but i~? 

What other army in the world would exercise greater restraint than the IDF in coping with a society 
that cynically and cruelly sends its children to carry out acts of violence. endangering human life on 
both sides? Remember Rachel Weiss and her ~children who were burned alive in a civilian bus 
are no less tragically dead because the pefpetrators who threw the petrol bomb were youngsters. I 
believe thaI Israel has shown more restraint and more humanity than any other society in similar 
circumstances. 

And even as the National Unity government of Israel labored to produce a new peace proposal to 
end this bloody conflict, how could its leaders ignore the thunderous silence of the world as the city 
of ~iDlt is being bomhq1 by S)lrian arti'lery day and night, as the Lebanese nation is being de
stroyed along with its Christian community while the rest of the Christian world remains indifferent. 
Surely, the apathy of our worl,\now as in days ofHitiermusl be uppennost in the minds of those 

_ who are entrusted with lives of Israel's citizens -men, women and children. 

Already 25,000 refugees from BeiIUt -Christians and Muslims-~e crowded into the security 
wne~acerftlo our northern border. Instinctively they come to Israel fOryrotection and security. 
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All of this is going on at this very moment, but it arouses linle reaction in the civilized world. In the 
distorted and prejudiced coverage by the media of evenlS in the Middle East, the slaughter in Beirut 
doesn't Warrant the cov~ge given to children throwing stones in some West Bank village. 

Yes. we are moving inexorably towards peac~ and that is the major goal Qf our Nation Unity Oov
emrrient, reflecting as it does the prayers of millions of Jews; Muslims and Christians alilce. The 
Shamir-Rabin plan for secret elections in the territories, Whereby the Palestiriian Araps living in 
these areas will elect their own representatives empowered to enter in negotiations wlth ISrael in 
order to establish self-rule for the Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza is a positive step in the 
direction of an end to the violence and the beginning of coexistence. " . 

Peace will be "achieved because the present situation is intolerable for Jews and Arabs allke. And as 
we pursue our struggle in the ongoing search for peace. we shall continue to develop as a free. demo
cratic. vibrant society, which stretches out its hand in cooperation and in strength, seeking partners to 
the peace process, which can only yield the blessed fruilS of security and prosperity for two peoples 

joined by geography and linked by a common destiny. 
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~aChes fun Kinder 

Rabbi Gilbert Kollin 

The Story is told of an elderly Jewish lady. a widow, and great-grandmothe,r. ~ho sat inshul on Rosh 
Hashanah and talked with God. This panicular lady had long been on intimate tenns with God, 
seeking His help andeocQllragement during rimes of sickness health 'p0venv and prospenty.--Being 
a good Jewish mmher, she an to wonder what she could do for Goo. After all, her lite was full 
and fulfilled and'she had Hltlc_by-way of.unfinished busjness. She was in a p ace where she had all 
she needed and could look exclusivelY to the needs of others. 

"Nu, TatenYll. Gottenyu," she said, "what should I wish for you(i1ch~)'ou have .no need for 
money or material things<!"owji'YOU ~ already Master of the~, and Lord of all creation. / 
So what can I wish for OU-[ e one thin ' ou don't always have and can't create. In the year ahead 

wish you should have naches fun die kinder!' -

The same question was asked on a sophisticated level by the distinguished scientist Norbert Weiner, 
, the. father of cybernetics. He asked "Isn't God bored?" Having created the universe, which IS yet ' 

g..£Ycmed by certain discoverable mathematical relationships, what does Goo have to do all .~ay? 

What can possibly pc going on that Isn't predictable? 

We are! That's right. You and me. All of us willful individuals whom God has been trying to per-
. suade to do right and live well since Adam and Eve miss~ their opportunity in the Garderf ~ 
th<: only game in Goo's town worth watching-that is we and any other fonn ofintelligem life that 
may have evolved elsewhere. W~iner compared it to a game of chess'. He predicted thiny years ago 
that chess could and would· be computerized and that as SQOn as that happened the game would lose 
its appeal because the eJcment of unpredictability would be lost. After all would anybody watch a 
baseball or a football game or tennis match if computers were able to infallibly predict the outcome? - - .-
50 that little old Jewish lady in our story knew a profound truth that she shared with this very sophis· 
ticated scientist. In all of the universe the thin that most concerns and interests God. is us. For only 
intelligent human beings with the capacity for free choices provide the eleme unpr Ictability 
that alone creates interest. ' 

This leads us to a~ond concern, an issue raised by modern psychology. Are children supposed to 
~hes producing machines":;'for parents? Is being a g~ child. a responsible adult, a proPCSr 
~tantamount to keepmg your parents happy or even your Father in Heaven content? Conttary [0 

(

what many people think, Jewish law and tradition does not assen parental authority in all cases. 
Once a child is bar mitzvah, parents may advise but. according to the 5hulhan Arukh, cannol dictate 
t~ their chird in the chOIce of a teacher or school, the choice of frjends, or brid~m. - . ---
Much of modem psychology deals with' prob!erns of growing away, that is "separation" of the child 
from the parent to be followed by a different relationship that exist between parents and adult chil
dren. Indeed many therapists say that the inability to separate from parents is a cause of great tension ---_. __ ... 
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and anguish on both sides. I have met many sad cases of middle agedjnd eyen older people who 
strive vainly to gain ~i~';:a1 or blessin.z.from pare~who are u,nable to give it either because of 
their personality or bee -in many cases they are no longer among the living. Yet the children 
still go through life desperately trying 10 pleJs~ pe;~le who are unable or unwillil!g to be pleased 
with them. "All I ask from you is a little nache?:they say. when they really mean "I want you to 
remain my littl.e child forever." _ ._--

Most of us agree that parents who seek fulfillment through their chil are unfortunate because our 
children ,CJll never really com~nsat~ fo; w-hat IS ac og In our lives, ~d our children whose total 
source of validation is their parents' approvat arc sad souls ~th no lift; of their pwn. Both children . 
and parents are both doomed to profound disappOintment:· ·· 

What did the nice Jewish lady mean when she told God he should have "Naches/un die kinder?" I 
suggest she meant .something very different. 

(

During the seven weeks which preceded Rosh Hashanah we read stirring passages from the prophet 
Isaiah which gives us some i.Q,sight into the kind of naches God wants from us. 

~ -=------~~ 
Isai escribes the Jewish communi famil . The lan~on is the M~th~od is the 

.....-- d the Jewish Ie are the hil at does God want? He wants his children to dwell 
__ peacefully and prosperously in Ihe land while he walches over them protectively. 

But the children didn' t follow the tenns of the agreement. God reluctantly revoked the covenant and 
brought about the destruction of the Temple and the exile of the Jews. Zion. bereft of her children. • 
her cities in ruins, mourns her s8d state and fier lonehness. The children. in distant Babylonia, recall 
fondly the land they once had and yearn 10 go home. What does God want? Nothing more i1ian thaI 
the children should look into their past. idenp.fy .. their . .nmtakes and failures, mend their ways and ask 
10 come home. So that Ihe Jewish family~od, the Land of Israel and the Chilllren of Isni.,l, Can be 
~ . 

reunited again. ' -
~ Y. Agno~ne of the greal Hebrew writers of modern times, lells of a Rabbi who arose 10 address 

is congregation on Ro~Hashanah. The congregation knew that this rabbihad.a.son .. who had gQ~.C!. 
t~bal ra a';l; -mayeil to CViI wa~ The rabbi described his joy al the birth of his first son, the 
eeIe ranon atle Brit, a beautiful child well endowed physically and mental1y. He seemed to be 
posses5ef1 by a troubled and restless spirjt. Soon after his Bar Mitzvah, the young man began to 
associate with ~d"People. gofinto trouble with the law, abandoned the MitzVot. His father learned 
that his son was m pnson convicted 'of some serious crime. ..---

"My son has frighlened me. He has embarrassed me, he has insulted me. But were he 10 appear 

(

before me loday, knocking at my door, asking me 10 take him back in, do you think I wouldn'I? Alii 
want is rhat he .hauld be IJgppy and healthy. My door is always open 10 his shuvah~ His rerum. is all 
Ih~esire." And from this the ra6bl suggesled Ihal ~1l_1r2 our Father and King patiently and 
lovingly await our return, prays earnestly that we repent of our SinS and seek.righteousness ----
Parents who have suffered the loss of a child through death, Ihrough alienation, through the trials and 
traumas of growing up. know that when all is said and done the real naches that we derive from our 
children is their success and happiness. We want things to go well for them. 
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/ So on this Rosh Hashanah, as God looks down on His world is He having much naches fun die 
l!!nder? Is he happy with the way his children are get.ring on? 

In the ~ddle East. He sees Iranians and lraqUls killing each orhcr jn h~ n~e. In ~a He sees 
oppressIOn and terrorism as ~white minority tries desperately to maintain control over 
an increasingly restive black majority. He cannot find much joy in the fact that many use Holy 
Scriprure to justify racism and exploitation. -- -
Here in America, He must shake his head in wonder at a nation burden~d with pup smphdlils in 
which too many millions to bed each night hungry. in which thousands have no roof over their 
heads. and poverty or illness are often regaidea as a kind of sin and Holy Scriptures are cited as 
justification for narn-neattedlieSs. 

And within the Jewish world. Goo must sometimes look on in disbelief if not in anguish as he sees 
Jews fighting among themselves l1X!ting other lews with disrespect or even disdrun. What is God to 
make of it w ... m and terrorism by u . or when Jews calling 
themselve Haredim "th who fear the efend the sanctity of the Sabbath by rioting and 

"~tone .. throw· g at people who want to ~ttend the movies on Friday !lIght. Which desecration of the 
Sabbath IS worse? Movies or the violence? -----. 

lanet Eanh is a kind of Gard.£.n of Eden in potentia containing all that we need to live safe and 
abun ant IVes. et. we persist in spending our time quarreling, ruthlessly and irresponsibl~ squan
der the limited quantities 9f natural resources available to us, heedless of our responsibilitirs to 
future generations. ---

So what does God want from us? Perhaps, only _. d like to see s ua ~_. ess 

and ov e would like to see us spen e ~~~I~n:to~d~o~e~ac~h~O~th~ejr~i~-~~~m~o~re~t1~m~e~~ each other au He would like to see us Ie b- the color·o ir skin 
~~~~~~'n~~~~~~~~~~~~hua~~ct~ei.~Hie~w~o~U~ld~~~e~t~o~s~e~e~ussh ran (more co .>He would like to spend less time uan""" at each oth- -- re time- t-o-listen (0-

each orner. 

-------
Maybe that's what all this te.shuvah and confession and resolution is all about. .. Just to make us a 
little more c~erate and compaSSIonate toward each other, a little more responsible and sensitive 
about the planet He has given over to our care. to make our world a little more like !:Ie hoped it 
would be after He created it. 

/So.let's say ''Thank You" to God for all of the good things we have been given as a gifL.Let'S give 
./"'"- God a little naches fun die kinder this year. 
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Forgiveness 

Rabbi Edmund Winter 

Recently I read that the flrst and second most watched programs in the history of television have 
been "The Cosby Show" and "Family Ties" respectively. Tbe Huxtable family of "The Cosby 
Show" and the family in "Family Ties" have become as real tQ us as PIlI next-door nelgfiOOrs. These 
situation comedies, have won their way into the heans of America's families. 

We laugh at the f!,miliar pattern of conflict and tension created by family disagreements. ~ial and 
not so .trivial: the possibility tfiat an overstudious young woman will skip a grade' an engagement 
announcement; a .5Oth birthday; a big,telephone bill; a fight between young lovers; a deciSion by a 
boy thathe wants to take flying lessons; the divorce of a friend;tiie death of a young friend. As we 
lau h, we see the ~es~ conflict resol tion; such fro entlYhonoreti but rare qualities 
a patienc Gust. iri' hones generosi flexibility orgiveness 

The popul~ of these programs about intact, healthy. upper middle-class families seems all·the 
more remarkable in the face of the soCial realities of rising divorce rates, single-parent families, 
aMon, incest, wife beati~ and .!...eenage pregnancies. But when the Huxtable family is on the 
screen we abwrb the affection of a tuncoon~g intact family and feel good. When the program is 
over, we are more hopef\!! for families, and or our own family. -

We as Jews should not be surprised at the enormous interest irrthus=s prn~~ because tile longest 
running family drama in history is our possession. For over two thousa)ld years, on Rosh HaShanah 
we have been reading from chapters 21 and 22 of the book of Gcoesis( Abraham. Sarah. Isaac, 
Ijagar, and Ishmael are oUfcounterpan to Heathcliff. Claire. Thco. Alex. Andy, and Vanessa On the 
holiest .days .of the year, when our liturgy d' found issues as life and death. sin and 
transgression, peace and justice, why was th "Abe and Sarah Show chosen? Why do we read of a 
quarrel betwe~n two women? Or of a alp that a father and son take together? Even today's Haftarah 
deals with a family situation: A woman with a fertility prQblem. Many portions in the Bible address 
major issues in a direct sublime way. eloquently describing our obligations to God. Why not read the 
Ten Commandments or the Shema? .--e-- ___ 

These stories. concerned with family conflict and its resolution, are a pan of the High Holidays for 
the same reason that the "Cosbishow" and "Family Ties" are so popular. We read today how 
Abraham and Sarah, deeply divided over Ishmael's negative influence on Isaac, argue over Sarah's 
demand to cast H-;g; ·and Ishmael out of the home. We react with distress to Abraham and Sarah's 
harsh and unjust behavior towardSHW and Ish~ Yet we also recognize the parallels, in which 
members of the family cut each ~ther off emotionally as well as physically. -- ----.--
Tomorrow's reading might be entideti ''The Ties That Bind", Abraham is commandeti by God to 
sacrifice his so~.!ga.c. for whom he has given up SO much. We wonder at the nature of God who 
would cruel!Y test and tonure his crearures. However, we must acknowledge how often it is that in 
families children are sacnhcea for the ideals of the parents. We can only speculate at how this must 
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have divided Abraham and Sarah. What is going on in Isaac's mind as he isllound upon the altar. Is 
he confused. angry. frightened? At a literal level it is the notion of aust which animates this story: 
Abraham's trust in God, Isaac's trust in his father, and Abraham's trust in himself and his ideals. --.---------.J ""---

These readings are not situation comMjes. They are written in a very sparse style. without detail or 
elaboration. There is""iIo humor to lighten the mood. But we do recognize that theissues revealed 
through these stories are the situations every family faces. We also realize that the concerns raised 
by the mod~ sit-corn are noivery-far'frOrn those raised by Genesis chapters 21 and 22. 

The themes of these namtives are, like the themes of the sit-<:orns, very gennane to the High Ho-
lyday season. The rabbis indeed chose well. For what is teshuvah re nlance reconcilia 'on 

~rG~1l'":le? Ttattsgressions of which we '¥" 8)Jil . tada are nOt murder theft, ultery idola-
. in the literal sense, but rather the eso ved confli which resul n tenanon m loved 
~ cutting off friends and members of the family, ~olding gn m agger, violating the n so ttust, 
refusing to forgive ourselves and others. The oTdihary relations of Abraham, Sarah, Isaac, Hagar and 
Ishmael move us in ways that the Ten Commandments and "the Shema cannoL Further, in addressing 
[he mundane issues arising ou - 'I 'fe we are forced to face the rna' r concerns of the Days of 
A.wc.. For our views on peace in the world to be taken senoqs y, then we must have pe3;ce in our a 
families. If we want justice for the Soviet Jew or the Black in South Africa, then we need to strive 
for equity in our relations with our parents or spouses. If we want to see the end of hunger and 
poverty, then we need to begin at horne and attend to our own lbve-starVed children and emotionally 

-deprived families. , 

One aspect of family life which is really the beginning point of all reshuvah, reconciliation. That is • 
forgiveness. 

Anl'episode in the show '~Va1erie" (starring Vaierie Harper) illustrates how fgrgiveness works in a 
family. In the program Valerie has three Sons: 0rIe is ahout 16 or 17, the middle one is about 13 or 
14, and the younger one about 12. The children are involved in a quarrel because the middle son has 
been using some items belonging to the other sons without pennission. On tOp of that, he has been 

- breaking them and not reimbursing his brothers for that which he has broken. Finally the other two 
boys resolve to teach him a lesson by ganging up on him with excessive violence. He is so hurt by 
this, even though they were justified in their anger, that he moves his bedroom fumirure to the attic 
His mother tries to convince his brothers to forgive him. But they argue, "Why should we forgive 

- him? He broke our things and never paid for them. He is the one who should ask us for forgiveness." 
As in most of these programs, there is a secondary ploe 'Xalerie's diel She has baked a cheesecake 
for dessen for the rest of the family and is constantly being tempted by il The episode concludes on 
a happy note. The boys go up to the attic, forgive their brother, who promises to be more careful and 

_reimbur>e them. Valerie doesn't eat the c because one or her friends, also on a diet, tells her: 
~_ ~ave to for . vt yourse for e desire to break your diet' 

(

How does this episode apply to the work of reshuvah? The English poet Alexander Pope wrote, ''To 
err is human; to forgive, unusual." Why do we find it SO hard to forgive others? 

'--- -
What made this episode of "Valerie" so extraordinary is that the older brothers, in spite of their 
justified grievance, forgave their brother. It was as if the brothers looked into their heartS and real
ized that they punished their brother, not to teach him a lesson. but out of pure hatted.. So when they 
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were forgiving their brother they were also forgiving themselves for being human in getting revenge. 
For the other brother to have asked for forgiveness we would have expected. But then the episode 
would indeed have been trite. But when the aggrieved parties asked for forgiveness. then we have 
something special. Someone once wrote: "It is a prindple of human nature to hate those whom you 
have inj ured ... the highe!'t and most difficult of all moral lessons to for 've we have injured." 
Strange as it may sound, it is ttue that we frequently develop very strong feelings of dislike and 
anim~ity again~ people whom we have ~ .--, 

In the case of this morning's Torah reading we would have expected to have read some act ofrecon
ciliation by Abraham with Hagar and Ishmael. His exile of them into the desert was a terribly cruel 
act. Yet nowhere do we read of Abraham's act of selihnh. request of forgiveness. We can speculate 
that over time Abraham may have come to dislike Hagar and his son, Ishmael. He certainly had 
ample justification: Ishmael , by making sport·of Isaac. was a negative influence on Isaac. Ishmael 
had bitterly disappointed Abrah~ by not living up to his standards. Sarah has told Abraham to 
banish them, and God himself had insttucted him to listen to Sarah. But Abraham had disagreed with 
his wife and God in the past. There must have been something else to block him from this act of 
seli~h. I believe that Abraham could not face himself could not admit to himself that he was 
capable of such an nojust act agaiRst llis own flesh and blood. As time went by. hIs natred of himself 
for not living up to his st.\l1].~ards was projected outward upon Ishmael. thus preventing him from 
reaching out to h~~ _i~ _~_ ~!. ol~c~ncmatlon. -

In the episode in "Valerie" the brothers are able to face their own shortcomings and thus forgive 

(
their brother; Abraham is not. In a sit-com there must be a happy ending. The Bible is more realistic 
in its appraisal of human nature. - 6 

We can identify with the Biblical account because we know how difficult it is to forgive those who 
have hun us. how easy it is to strike bac~ in revenge and how hani it is to forgive ourselves for 
bejng burntn. In how many of our families has the Abraham scenario taken place? Our spouse or our 
children have deeply injured us for whatever reason. We, in a moment of anger, justified or other
wise, strike back, and now altfioogh-;e wantiOfC"ach out and heal the breach, we cannot because we 

... hate them. and even more important. hate ourselves for hating them. I finnly believe that the reason, 
among others, we are in synagogue during the High Holy Days is to gairu~ strength and the cour
age to mend our broken relationships, especially with our loved ones. For if this were not the case, ; 
tnen our words are meaningless. How can we ask God for forgiveness, if we cannot forgive our
selves and our dear ones? Therefore we need to begin with ourselveS. We need to use the time on 
these High Holy Days to confront ourselves with honesty and with consideration. By accepting 
oursel~!,e are, hu~ ~th !!!!I1y s~ortcomings. by reconciling the opposite pans of our nature, 
then we are in ~sition to forgive others. If we dislike ourselves, how can we mlly forgive the 
transgressions of otheri:iheir human frailties? But if we accept all parts of us, then we can have 
consideration for the faults of others. This is the work of teshuvah. The hard pan is getting started. 

/' Our tradition tells us that if we go part of the way back, God will come the rest of the way. I believe 
that also works in human relations. If our loved ones see us returning part of the way. they will be 

." inspired to come the final distance. . .- _ .... _ -

May God give us the strength and courage to do reshuvah. May he inspire our loved ones to do the 
___ same. May the coming year bring healing to all. May it be a year of peace and hannony for all. 
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True Ral:lamim in Our Time 

Rabbi Jeffrey Marker 

Time and again in the High Holy Day liturgy we ~ hant, "Adonai, Adonai, el ra~um vehanlln AdQnai , 

Adonai. is a compassionate and gracious God," God's attribute of mercy is OUT hope in this period 
when we are so very aware of our shortcoming{ 

We are also reminded that we-are to base our action upon God's, to follow in the steps of God's 
_compassion and make it our own. 

The wor rahamim com assion, related to the wor(Tehem, wom~od. is rahum, shelters us as ~ 
~ womb A womb nourishe a bein that' t et ready to make it on its own. Simi-

arlYt God protects us when we are not yet ready to make it on our own. e tum to God as one who 
is stronger than we are, as that power 1R the unIverse-whlcfi offers hope of protection for the weak, 
the powerless. for those who are in need, of shelter. 

Another human reaction to those wilo are Powerless is fear. We are afraid that we wj!l become like 
them, or we are reminded that we cou.1d be like them. There is a new kind Of weakness that is spread
ing through our population today, a weakness in the face of infectioo the terrible condition known as 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome AIDS. II is spreading through the population, and so far 
there is no CUTe. I do not intend to provide ~cal report.; this concerns human reaction of fear 
springing up about this disease. People talk about quaraniine. People do not want to be ne" someone 
with the dise~en with the virus. Despite assurances that the viru~ is not spread through 
casual contact, people who are not mfected (at least to their knowledge) are afraid to associate with 
those who are. People are afraid to touch, afraid to use the same toilets, afraid to eat foOO. touched by 

-- those who have been infected. 

In a Florida town, three children, hemophiliacs infected by a blood transfusion, had been kept out of 
school last year, but aCoUh ruled that they must be admitted and allowed to lead normal lives. Half -_the town's parents kept their children home from school, fearing contagion, and the family's house 
was burned down. They moved out of town, and were later forced out of the motel where they were 

_ staying. Now they are living anonymously in another state. 
- -

Despite all the evidence that AIDS is not spread by casual contact, the parents in that town acted out 
of irrational fear. Oearly there is more a cll'ince oC their children being killed in an automobile 

_ accidenttiian of contracting AIDS, but they don't hide them behind locked doors. 

Another story in the paper told about the AIDS patients who are well enough to leave the hospital, 
but have no place to go. They have lost their homes, sometimes because of financial constraints, but 
~ 

just as often because the people with whom they lived no longer WaIlt them in their homes, whether 
lovers, family or "friends". Because of hospital rules, they cannot even leave the hospital to look for 
a place. These people, acutely aware of the passage of time, must spend the healthy time they have 
left "imprisoned" in the hospital. 

On the other hand, one hears stories of great compassion in the face of AIDS, people devoting their 
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lives to make the lives of victims easier, or reaching out to friends who have the disease . Included 
among these are those serving as "buddies" Ihrough the Gay Men's Health Crisis, providing care and 
companionship to those with AIDS. These people give up much in their own lives to help others, 
sometimes lovers or family, but other rimes only casual friends or even strangers before they were 
stricken. 

Two women in Massachyseus have taken three children with AIDS into their home, two infants and 
a 3-year old. They are giving them the love that they need and say that neighbors have been good, 
and even leI the girls play wilh their children, bUI they are afraid 100 much publicity may bring 
attacks from less sympathetic folks , and they have been cut off by some of their relatives. fearing not 
juS! the disease, bUI the prognosis that the children will die. 

Similarly, a Harlem woman named Loraine Hale started taking AIDS I?abies into her own home. 
Now sh~ has a home caUed Hale House, dedicated to the care of children with AIDS. 

The AIDS scare has creak.! barriers between people. We all need affection and love and physical 
contact, yet people have been relucrant to touch each other. There is a new caution about in the land, 

__ not only about sex, but about love abo"l affection, about intimacy. People are drawing back into 
what they see as "safety". 

One of the keys that affects how we react to AIDS· is how we perceive the victims. Are they pan of 
our community, or the "other"? Could it be us, or is hpnly something that happens to someone who 
d~s something wrong. As long as it was something only happening 10 gay men and IV drug users, 
those who were neither could say it.doesn't concern them. This is pan of th~ motjvation behind those· 
who want to isolate, to quarantine AIDS carriers: to make a clear demarcation between us and them, 
and then we will be safe. This is irrational in the face of the statistics that the majority of those 

,..... carrying the virus don't know it. 

Judaism teaches that we are all part of one community, that we are all responsible one for the other. 
We must reach oul 10 the other, the weak and powerless, ''the widow, the orphan, and the slIanger". 
This is both justice, compassion, and self-interest, since tomorrow we may·be among the ostracized. 
In no circ.umstance is this more true than with AIDS. 

On this day of judgement, we tum to God and ask God. to remember the divine attribute of raJ:ram.im, 
compassion, and apply it to us. Yet we, who need. ralJamjrn are in a position to increase the level of 
rahamim in the world. As we are qo!1si.cJ.~ng our deeds on this Day of Judgement, let us help spread 

... ra/:lamim in the world and combat the selfish inhumanity and alienation spreading t~ugh out 
society. 
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A Formula Against Despair 

Rabbi Harvey Meirovich 

It is easier for me to speak this morning as a Jew than as a rabbi. for in OUi tradition, spiritual leader
ship. as ex.emplified by Israel's prophets. has always entailed a dual duty; (0 criticize out of love and 
concern, and, in the next breath. to offer wor - - rion. I take up this dual burden 
as my aug urn to srael's present predicament which pits Jew against Arab jn a ~hich is 
ripping apan the social fabric of the Jewish state. I have two messages to transmit The first is for 
external consumption, to the",Gentile' community. and I ask that what I say you will, in turn, find 
opportunities to transmit to them; for I believe every Jew is an ambassador for Israel. My other 
message is meant strictly for internal consumption. within th~ confine~ family. 

What do you say to a Gentile when it is obvious that he is being fed only a slice of the bread and not· 
the whole loaf? How to respond authentically. without describing Israel as the 'personification of 

perle,ction? Is not love a feeling of pasSion, concerQ.aod.wannm.,Ji~~p'ite_the.imPenec.ti:ons_we 
--- detect In our beloved? To love Israel , then-:tneans to accept its frailties and still take pride in her mi

raculous accomplishments. In seeking to ex lain Israel's case to the Gentile outsider, we s ale of a 
biblicil pnnclple we nold in conunon: ere is n ... never 

~ sin" cc esiastes 7:2. is holds true for Jew, Christian and Muslim. Only angels do not sin. 
~ Ma IS 1m IS fraiL He errs. To make matters worse. he has memory, both a blesslOg and a 

c~se.(lt is a curse beCause hot fOfgemng often means not forgivinjj?Memory, then accounts for 
muchor the festering mutual harred of Arab and Jew. But Jewish tradition prescribes an aTdote to 
wrongdoinil reshuv7iJt I would remind the Gentile outsider looking in. that throughout Jewish 
history prophets, priests, rabbis and philosophers have challenged their people to live up to Juda
ism's moral heritage. And in Israel judicial and moral wrongdoing by Jews,-not only during the 

(
current crisis but in the past forty years -have been punished by the lawful ann of Jewish justice. 
This is one of the glories of Jewish statehood. . 

, It should be understood. too. that there are moments in shaping a nation, be it Jewish or Gentile, 
which do not fit the prophetic prescription of walking with clean hands and a pure hean. Over the 
years, Israel has exhibited considerable goodwill, (not pertect gOOdwill, mind you) in trying to 
negotiate peace. All along the way, she fias had to contend with the PLO, who are not only masters 
of terrOilSrn. but experts in th~ of deceptiQiil Jews in this century. however, have incorporated 
into the depths of their consciousness this reality principle: "Don't DUSt until you have reason to 
rruSt". 

Therefore, while Israel is acutely aware of the obligation to uphold human rights, she is, at the same 
time. painfully conscious that she embodies the resurrected aspirations of the Jewish' people. re-born 
from the ashes of the Shoah. In a post-Auschwitz world where human life is cheap and expendable, 
Israel knows tharher ci~lian army has no choice but to practice the necessary art of self-defense. 

Israel is in agony at this hour, for "it is her monumental challenge to try and forge a nation spiritually 

(

committed to justi~e and mercy, while seeking to survive in a world where "might is right". Golda . 
Meir once said that she co~ld forgive Israel's enemies for many things, but not for turning Jewish 
boys into killers. A midrash 'teaches: "When the Egyptian hosts were drowning in the sea, the angels 

. . 
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in heaven were about to break forth into songs of jubilation. But the Holy One, blessed be He. 
silenced them: '¥y creatures are perishing and you are ready to sing?'" Our spilling drops of wine at 
the Seder because Israel's cup of JOy cannot be full when our oiumph causes suffering. (Compare 
this Welranschauung with celebrations on the PLO calendar marking anniversaries of tbe 1972 
Munich massacre of Israeli athletes and the 1974 massacre of children at Maalot.) 

Finally, I would lell my gentile friend th.I even those Jews who acknowledge the possibility of trad
ing @1d for peace agree: "Do not trust until you have reason to trust". Many liberal Je~s wait with 
increasing fi'Ustration for a reciprocal response from the Arab world. Much more remains to be said 
amongst ourselves. What can give us hope in the midst of our despair? I located an optimistic foot
hold in me words of Nachman Krochmal a historian-and philosopher who died in 1840. His book. 
entitled Moreh N'vukhei Hazman: A Guide/or the PerplUedQf the t,mes, helps us to make sense of 
the whirlwind swirling about us. Krochmal sees 'world history as a series of cycles. consisting of 
growth. marurit and then decline. Unlike the other nations of the world, the cycles of the Jewish 
people. instead m out. are re- m out of the midst of decay; the Jewish flame is never quite 
extinguished. A tiny ember re-ignites an ,once more, the JeWls people spirals upward. attainmg 

(

great heights of creativit;and holiness. Though we never achieve perfection. we never forfeit the ' 
. challenge of trying to become a holy nation, treasured God's eyes. To read our history this way is to 

. appreciate. that the past forty years of Jewish statehood is only a drop iJ.t the ocean of Jewish time. 

~ochma1' s cyclical view of history offers a spiritual antidote to despajr Who in ~ would have 
placed a bet on our celebrating, in 1988, forty years of Jewish statehood? Nachman Krochmal 
wouldn't have expected nothing less. The Shoah did not extinguish the will of the Jewish people to 
re-enter history. Among the ashes of the Shoah, there was, as it were. a burniJ)g ember which re- • 
ignited its flame and fanned out to the west and to the east. The western flame added lustre and 
substance to North American Jewry. Out of the eastern flame, Israel was re-born. The ongoing re-

(
binh of Ihe Jewish people, Krochmal would tell us, defies all principles of logic and reason. II is the 
triumph of faith and of will. 

Krochmal informs me that we, the Jewish people, can forge nsw,springS out Qf the wjnters of our 
£.scontent and disenchantment ~hall we continue to do so? I believe the answer can be yes, but 
much depends on our readiness to learn from out past. Three majQr lessons embedded in our past are 
relevant to the moment (Should your disagree, I shall not be insulted but, rather, take our differences 
to be a genuin hioleel l'shim s 1m, controversy for the sake of Heaven. In fact, I maintain 
that it is imponan , ps never re, to argue among ourselves, here and in Israel, so that. in 
due course. a consensus of purpose and design will be achieved.) 

Lesson number one: Critical as military might is political savvy aJaam's curse to the Jewish 
people, was th.I Israel "is. Ie th.I shall dwell alone and sh nol ong e . 

~ .nanons" ( umbers 23:9 t is one thing to advocate that a Jew is commanded to live apan re Ig
iously. but a grievous error for the Jewish state to espouse isolation from the concrete su pan of its 

/' most trust a y. e mted tates. wo ousan years a 0, the Maccabean state u ly 
of"Rome:lhiSloyalty secUTed nol onl~ irl<!C£<'ndence for the .bean-.tate~bu ... nallejl6ssiljle~ 
the pe!]lCtuation of J udaism.When Jewls statehOOdentled ilf70- .E., m pan due to Jewish in

/"'" fighting over ho~ to deal with R"ome) the Rabbis, Mtute reade~the political map, realizeQ that' 
me preservanon of JudaJsm could only be accomplished by pylitical qUietism. In the Middle Ages, 
the shtadlan lobbied to protect Jewish interests. This political law drawn from Jewish history. is 
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most relevant to Israel today. Forty ~~ ,?f Ame_ri!=an goodwill. the infusi<:>n O~in fI1:iJi
~ and economic assistance has ensur¢ Ist:ae1 ' s ! wvival. Tsf3.d h~· livea up to her Slae of the 

bargaIn: Jewish blood has been spilled. not only in defense or her independence. but in defense of 
America's srrategic interests. The hour does not call for a show of bravado. at somehow we can go 

/" it alone. Rather, the hour calls for re .. spect and high regard for the American nation . govern-
ent wEich has. more than any other Western democrac , suxxf6VIsraei these past fony years. At 

, w 1 e en s must nev 0 ers to each other, friends shoUld be-enooed to 

U
influence each other's thinkini through persUaslOi\; The United States has earned this right. Lesson 

""- number one: As a minority groUp, down through history, our leaders have recognized the importance 
. ·of the political sagacity of maneuvering within the echelons of power PQlitics. 

A second lesson is the biblical commandment: to ptOtcct the interest of the minority who lives 
among you. We can trace much Jewish trauma directly to the doorstep of dennle nanonalisms. 
Is~el's oeclaration of Independence safeguards the political, religious and cultural rights of itS 

--Christian and Muslim citizens. This equality principle is now at risk, particularly in Jerusalem where 
so much valiant effort has been expended by Jerusalem's mayor, Teddy Kollcck. Years spent in 
building bridges of understanding have been washed away. -
My colleague, Rabbi Jack Riemer, told me the following true story. It concerned the son of OUI 

colleague. Rabbi Lee Levine. who is a professor at the Hebrew University. Rabbi Levine's son, in 
mUuim, chanced upon an Arab woman rummaging through the garbage. He took pity on her and 
gave her his sandwich. His soldier buddy then said to him. "I don't know whether [ can go to war 
wjth you. You might shoot 100 lale." Rabbi vine's son responded, "[ don't know whether 1 can go 
to war WIth you. Y u might shoot 100 soon.' is is the dilenuna! No one argues against titt case for 

_ strength. but is the price 0 stren a was more entitled to hate than the Israelites who 
su er t ug our un 0 cruel bondage'! Yet, the Torah insists "You shall not abhor 
the Egyptian for you were a Strangermnls land (Deuteronomy 23:8). When were we strangers lfi 
Egypt? Dunng )~p'h's day, when Egypnan fOOd enabled Jacob and his sons to survive. Surely the 

~430 years of slavery l1X>re than evened the score of repayment! The political sethel of tradinon 
___ teaches that 10 the reat world. even idversanes must make mutual efforts to get along. 

History bears eloquent testimony that when our enemies have but taken a step of reconciliation 
towards us, they have become the recipients of Jewish generosity. After World War H, Israel applied 
the commandment "do not abhor the Egyptian" to West Gennany; it established diplomatic relations 
with West Gennany, not out of love for Germany, but out of sethe/. Similarly did Menachem Begin 
fulfill the biblical conunand literally when he welcomed Anwar Sadat to Jerusatem in 1977. OUt of 
that dialogue came a peac~ that has endured for almost a decade. And so, we wall .. wun a messiah
like yearning for a courageous Arab leader to come forward to continue this process. 

While we wait~ the natural temptation is to allow frustration and bitterness to bring on despair. But 
this we are forbidden to do. This is the final lesson I plead with you to take to heart. Voltaire de- .. 
elared a w en 0 is gone, death becomes a duty. or a Jew. this sentiment is blasphemy. 
We may have countless reasons 0 succumb to desp 1. as Jews, we affmn that 'forty years or 
Jewish statehood is but a new beginning, tied to forty centuries of struggle, deftance and hope, for an 
ever-dying and ever-renewing people.' "' ... 

Nachman lCrochmal speaks to me as a philosopher and historian. 1 learn the same lesson from two 
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which come from the bleakest experience of our people. May they uplift our sagging spirits: 

In a concentration camp barrack-, several hundred Jews gathered to celebrate Simchat Torah. but since there was 
no Sefer Torah, how could they organize the traditional procession with the sacred scrolls? As they were tiying 
to solve the problem, an elderly 'jut noticed a young child SWlding in the comer. 'Do YOI1 remember what you 
learned iillJ,eder?' asked the man. 'Yes, I do; replied the boy. 'Really? You really remembedih'ma Yimlel" ·'I 
remember much more,' s;tid the boy. 'Sh'ma YisrlUJ is enough,' said the man. Ana he bfted the boy, clasped 
him in his anns and ~gan dancing with fiun -as UiOOgn hi were ~ ..... : -- " . 

Ami<,ist decay, Jews proclaimed life. They sang, they danced. they wept. but, above all, they cele
brated. (Elie Wiesel, A Jew Today, pi 162-163). The second story unfolded in the A.!"sterdam attic 
of Af!.I!.:. Frank. three weeks before her deportation to Bergen-Selsen where she died .. What she wrote 
is surely an anodote to despair andcause fOl'ce1ebnifion: ;>= 

.I.t'.s really a wonder·thatl haven't dropped all my ideals, because they seem so abSurd and impossible to carry 
out Yet I keep them, because in spite or everything, I still believe that people are really gnrxfat heart. lsimply 
can'l build, up my hopes on a fOlPldation consisting of confusion. misery, and ~. I see the world gradually , 
being turned into a wilderness, I bear the apprOaChing lhunacr. which Will dl5SbOy us. I can feel the sufferings of 

lmilliOns and yet, if I look up into the heavens, I think that it will all come: right. tha1"lhis cruc~ty too will end, j 

and that peace and tranquility will return again. In the meantime, I must uphOld my ideals, for oertl8l)s the tijile . 
will come when I shall be ~ to carry them 001 (Annt Frank; The Diary OJ Q Young GiTl. pp. 233). . 

Anne Frank was denied the right to live out the ideal. She has bequeathed her last will and testament 
to each Jew. here and in Israel. It is her -spiritual legacy; it is our inheritance and. above all. we must 
believe that it is a realizable dream. 

I 
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"Use it or Lose it" 

Rabbi Noach Valley 

Anthropologists at the University of Michigan recently demonstrated· that in the last 10,000 years. 
hu an teeth have been shrinkir.g twice as fast as the did during the rior 90,000 years. Modem 
teeth average half the size 0 t e teeth with which Neander$als tore and chewed raw marrunoth 
flesh, 7 ,000 to 100,000 ears ago. Prior to that time, the size of our ancestors teeth had remained 
stable for tens 0 thousands 0 ears. The scientists contend that our teeth will continue to get 
smaller, because large teeth will loom even less imponant for human survival. This process started 
in ancient times when tools for pounding. grinding and milling replaced many of the functions of 
teeth. Most imponant of all. was the introduction the an of cooking. Before the advent of cooking. 
you surVived if you had very large teeth that were not worn down by chewing raw and gritty food. 
After the advent of cooking. people wIth smaller teeth were not selected out of the popuiation, and 
were able to pass on this genetic trait to their descendants. The anthropologists tell us that human 

l
teeth may ultimately disappear, if there is no lon~er a survival advantage in having teeth. Th~s 
scientific discovery has ssage: What we no longer use becomes lost or gready dimin-
ished. In other word 'Use it or lose it." 

Unless we exercise our muscles and bones, our body parts may very well weaken or atrophy. In the 
weight-free outer space environment, astronauts' bones sometimes atrophy. since they are not being 
used as intended. Insufficien~se accounts for under~use of a penon's respiratory and vascular 
sy§1CWS... In effect, exercise gives the OOdy a circulatory reserve, which could be hfesavmg\lld heart-
protecting, on· occasions when ordinary oxygen supplies would be depleted. -

We need to learn that we should never take our bodies for granted. We should also not take our 
family.ior granted. When your spouse says to you~ tim> you love me?" you should never respond by 
saying, "WellJ married you, di!!IU.I?"~o~e should take place after, as well as 
before, rriarriage. A husband and wife need to work at therr maniage continuously, anticipating each 
other's needs. without taking each oth~ for granted or waiting to be told what these needs are. It 
should be filled with words olnrn;se and appreciation. A nQ!!functionai marriage could be compared 
to seldom used teeth or to w.,Siak atrophied muscles bones and hearts. Without proper "use", a 

---.. marriage may dissolve, and we face the danger of losing the one we love. 

We must exercise our minds, to constantly relearn and reinforce our intellectual talents and experien
tial skills. At any age. the human mind, can either atropny or act as. a ytrita,ple sponge, absorbing 
useful infonnation and practical knowledge. ]t is never too late to go on for an advanced college 

_ degree, or to learn that special skill that you always wanted to acquire. More mature students often 
succeed to a far greater degree than do younger students, because they have had many more years in 
which to exercise and strengthen their minds. People who retire should have hobbies, interests and 

_ creative activities. After receiving the proverbial gold watch at the retirement parry, a person can 
either retire from something.6rire to someth~ Without the continuation of meaningful activity. 
a person may become deerepiland feeble, and his mind and body may wither and waste away. 

Our minds, just like our bodies, need constant use and should never suffer from neglect or abandon
ment. A good example of this is the forei~ language we learned in high school. If we haven't used 
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that language since then, it becomes, for all practical purposes, ~anguage. Who studied French 
or Spanish or Hebrew in high school? How many of us could put a two-week vacation in Paris, 
Madrid or Jerusalem to good use, by conversing wilh the local people in their native tongue'? 

It is imponant for us never to surrender our minds because, in so doing, we surrender OUT freedom. 
~ 

An example is the great success that the mind-controlling cults are having with Jews of all a es. We 
Jews are less than 2% of the American population, yet we comprise anywhere fa -30% of 

! ...America's cult inembershlp. So many Jews, especially our young people, arc ide scan possess 
beau..ti.f.YLsouls. If they don't use their minds, but let others do their thinking and aec.lsU;tn-tnaking for 
them, they may eventually surrender their minds to a guru, to Big Brother, Or to a political despot or 
dictator. (Similarly. it takes a long. time for the new arrivals from behInd the Iron Curtain to get used 
to the freedom of mind, body and soul that we enjoy here in America. and to learn to function and 
make decisions on their own.) 

In the popular movie "Big". J hua Baskin is a 13-year-old bo who wakes up in the body of a 30-
year-old man, while maintalmng his -year~ ity. "Big" has a mo to teach us: Many 
American Jews rea 0 wilh 13- ear-old Jewish minds t often because lbey became junior 
high school drOpouts from Jewish educanon practice just as soon as they became Bar Mitzvah. 

Without continuous practice. a Jew runs the great risk and danger of becoming rusty at being Jewish. 
and is unable to rune in to a fulfilling Jewish religious experience. Abraham Joshua Heschet used to 
t~l1 a parable about a small remote town which had no watchmaker. In the course of time, all of the 
clocks in the town became inaccurate. Many of their own~ gave up in disgust. ignoring their clocks 
qr discarding them. Other people, however, kept winding their clocks each day, even though they • 
realized that there was no sense in depending on them. One day. a watchmaker came to town. Every-

\ 

one rushed to him. but the only clocks he was able, to repair were those that had been kept running. 
The others had become rusty beyond repair. For many Jews, the mechanics of being JeWIsh are like 
the clocks in thaJ town. ~ . 

The question is asked, "Why did all ancient civilization except one disappear from the face of the 
eanh?" One answer is that they outlived their usefulness. one anClent religious civilization has 
~ved to this day: Judaism! Judalsm has SWVlved because we Jews continued to exist as lews. - - .--because there is a need for us. In the..KJqnri, Judah Ha-l.evi identifies us Jews as the "hean" of the 

world. The world cannot survive for too long without its "hean", without its Jews. The world can 
survive only as long as we Jews continue to play our role.asa moriU guide, and ethical conscience. a 

I compassionate voice; and an indispensable conttibutor to the spiritual. medical. scientific, literary 
and artistic health and. well-being of humanity. Only if we Jews continue to exist, will there remain 
the attainable prophetic Jewish messianic vision of humanity united in peace and hannony. 

If we really and truly love ounelves, let us develop our IOtaI being, both mental, physical and spiri· 
tual. Let us keep our Jewishness and Judaism in good working order. and pray that there is a glorious 
future ahead of us. 
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"I Came to Say I'm Sorry" 

Rabbi Gilbert S. RosenthaL 

It was July 3. 198810 the Persian Gulf. The United States guided missile cruiser Vincennes was 
embroiled in combat with Iran~warships. Suddenly the crew spotted on the highly sophisticated 
Aegi~d?T ~m a plane taking off from an Iranian airfield. The ship sent a number of warnings to 
the plane, but no response. was received. The radar team believed the platte was descending menae
inly; all indications were it was about to attack the Vincennes. The team alerted the captain again. 
Recalling how the U.S. Stark bas bee.rr attacked by Iraqi missiles and thitty-seven men were killed by 
a sluggish and slopp~-thaHailed to respond I~ Challenge, the captain ordered die firing 
of two missiles which downed the plane. But tragically, it turned out to be a civilian Airbus, and 290 
innocent civilians-men, women and children-lost their lives. 

__ The American Board of Inquiry concluded its study by assuring us that the Aegis radar system 
worked. perfectly. The crew erred in interpreting the data. Why? Because they lacked combat e)Cperi
ence and, more importantly, the stress of their initial combat distoned their judgement. Many caUed 
for our country to apologize to Iran and the indemnification of the families of the victims. President 

-- Reagan expressed regrets over the loss of life, but offered no apology. Vice President Bush blamed 
.... the Iranians for flying a civilian plane near a war zone. Congress has thus far balked at payments to 

the Iranians primarily because of our disgust with Khomeini' s Iran, especially after the American 
hostage ordeal. So no apology. no payments, no restitution. no sense of remorse that throuth our 

_ ~r in assessing facts. 290 civilians were destroyed. 

It is. I conceed. hard. to say. "I'm sorry." It is. perhaps, even harder to forgive someone's error, 
4.Asult. sin,lethal mistake. Yet. that is what Yom Kippur is all about. We are here today to say openly 
and frankly.:'''mcUn-1 have hun someone. I have offended God or fellow human. I have lied or 

\ 

cheated or gossiped or.deceived someone. And I've come here, today, to say, 'I'm sorry. Please 
forgive me. ". 

That takes both guts and iJ£lJ'ln. All year long we sin and err and act in an antisocial fashion, and on 
Yom Kippur we present a long list in Kcn 7J.. After enumerating our innumerable flaws, we have the 
impudence to pray: . u~ ~~ 'l~ ~nll. U~ n7g ,llV1">o 'p1~K 1l'I,~ ~y, "For all of these sins, 0 God 
of forgiveness, forgive us, pardon us, grant us atonement." Now that takes iJEll'1n. 

Jewish tradition, however, endorses. the idea of sayin~' God is viewed as rmc1 · ;"", a 

(

pardoning and forgiving Deity. In th.e words of Ezekiel (33:1 q, .. He does not he death of evil
d~ rather, He desires that they repent and change their ways." He wants teshuvah. You recall that 
Adam was 'ven but one mitzvah b God, not to eat of the fruit of the tree of knowledge. but he and 
Eve broke their pledge and ate and were severely punished. But, say our ages, wept and 
repented and begged forgivenes, and God forgave him/~Ied his brother Abel. Is there any 
crime more heinous than tIt't? Surely not. When confronted by God with his crime, he responded 
impudently, tAm I my brother's keepe.pHe was punished with a terrible penalty, but God forgave 
him after he ~ented and expressed remorse. The Book of Jonah, which we read on Yom Kippur 
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afternoon, describes the wicked and sinful. c~ .2!.... Nineveh which was doomed to desttuc[ion. But the 
people of Nineveh responded to Jonah's wamings~ tiley were contrite and humbled, they repented, 

1 they said. "I'm sorry"-and they were forgiven. God wants us to say, "I'm sorry" because He wants 
I.to forgive. 

The" classic heroes of biblical tradition plead for pardons even when the guilty parties do not them
selves apologize. You remember the great scene In Genesis 18 when Abraham tries to bargain for 
the lives of the depraved Sodomites. Joseph forgave his brothers after they expressed contrition for 
having sold him into slavery. Moses begged God to forgive [mel "for the a'TOGioos-Qa1den ~f sin, 
and he humbly forgave Aaron and Miriam for slandering him. The Sages of the Midrash use particu
larly suggestive language in descri~'.s technique for apologizing to God for the people's 

f sins: "Moses, so to speak, grabbed hold of God like a person who grabs his friend's cloak and says, 
U refuse to let go until you pardon them ... ' (Gen. R. 3:29). 

. . - '--' --
It is. I conceed, not always easy to say, "I'm sorry," Hubris. in)(l, pride often get in the way. There 
are people, who, even when they know they are wrong, just can't seem to get those three words out 
of their mouths: "I am sorry," or the two words. "Forgive me:' I know. It took me a while to learn. 
but I did learn that sometimes it's better to apologize even when you did no wrong, if it will bring 
about harmony, an end to feuding. true sh'lom bayit. It' s hard for nations to say, "I'm sorry," be
cause national "honor" is at stake, and we must "save face." Consequently. America never apolo-

_ gizes to Iran, and Iran never asks forgiveness of us; Iraq and Iran continue to slaughter each other; 
Russia and America remain adversaries; Arabs and Israelis pctpetuate the ancient blood feuds. It has 
taken America over 45 yean to make amends to over 110,000 Japanese-Americans who were un-

_ justly placed in concentration camps when not a single case of espionage was ever proved against • 
them. We have only now righted that terrible wrong and paid reparations to the families who suf
fered so unjustly. So we must learn individually and collectively to say when we are wrong, "I'm 
sorry. Please forgive me." 

If it's so hard to apologize. I(' s even harder, I suspect. to forgive. We say, '"To err is. human, to for
._give divine." and I suppose there's more than a grain of b"Uth [0 that. Cenainly it is hard to forgive 

past insults, huns, cruelty_ The story is told of two feuding congregants who had a long-standing 
hatred for each other over an ancient wrong. The rabbi, after great difficulty. fmaUy succeeded in 

'Ubringing them together for reconciliation. One man extended his hand and said to his opponent, "For 
the new year,l wish you everything you wish me." The second responded heatedly, "Aha, there you 
go again'" 

How do you forgive someone who has wronged you, maligned you, cheated you? How can America 
forgive Inn after the hostage outrage? How can there be forgiveness between Arabs and Israelis 
af~er all the bloodshed that goes b~ck a century? How can there be reconciliation between Iews and 
Chrlstians after ninteen brutal centuries culminating in the Holocaust? 

Of course, forgiveness is not al!tomatic. it. requires a fonnula. a process. First, there must be genuine 
_ leshuvah, repentence, marked by fasting, praying and genuine change of life-style and behavior 

,\pattems. There is no pardon for the h~ who shams remorse. The rabbis rule that a person who 
, sins twice or even three bmes a~can be forgiven, but no m~re_tI!an three times (y oma 8§b). ____ 

Likewise. the person who repc·nts only to sinagain is not deserving of forgiveness ( Yoma 8:9 and 
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ARN 39): Second. there must be genuine. regret, remorse~ the apolo. gy must be verbalized and sin· ') 
cerely so. Third. there has to be resolve by "the offender to tum over a new leaf and to adopt a new 
pattern of behavior. There must be, repentence. accompanied by. good and proper behavior. Merely 
mouthing the piou; platitudes is worthless unless accompanied by concrete action. 

There is no alternative for. if we perpetuate an_"eye for an eye" mentality. we will all end up blind. 
Grudges lead to tragic consequences as we know fronl history and literature. You how the terrible 
results .of the Montagne.Capule1.fe.ud. the-HatfielG-andMc.Coy controversy. the. Italian ven.derza and 
the like. World W;; I was sparked. by the assassination of Archduke ~djnand by a crazed student. -
and, since no one was prepared to swallow pride and apologize, we sacrificed untold millions of 
lives. Bloody feuds wreck the chances of Ara~Israeli peace-feuds that go back so far that the true 
details have long faded into forgetfulness. I have seen families sundered, neighbor pitted against 
neighbor, brother unwilling to speak to brother, father and son, mother and daughter estranged to the 
point of hostility and even hate. 

Many yem ago, when I served as a rabbi in New Jersey, I used to drive to the Jersey shore to swim. 
I would pass two fish stores about half a block from each other and noticed that the proprietors had 
the same last name. Upon inquiring, I discovered that they were, indeed, brothers and had been 
partners in an old family business, working together for many years. They had a serious falling out, 
split up, and, instead of making peace, went into competition a half-block from each other, trying to 
kill each other off in business! 

Yet, we surely know and acknowledge that this is not the proper way. We must learn to apologize 
when wrong. We must be prepared to forgive when wro~ged If we expect God to forgive ts, as we 
do on Yom Kippur, we may do no less if someone asks us to pardon him. The law requires a wrong.=
doer to k forgiveness three times. If . victim spurns him three times. then the wrong-rloer bas 
done his duty ~d n not apologize funher. In fact, the stubborn victim is categorized by the rabbis 
as an ."tt~I(. a emel hard-hearted person. (B.K. 92a. Yomo 87a and Numbers R. 19:12) The truly 
"big" person knows how and when to apologize and forgive. It is told of the saintly and renowned 
scholar, ll,abbi Israel Isseriein, who lived in Yiennairuhe1i(teenth century, that every Kol Nidre he 
would have his shamash mount the bimoh and announce to the congregation, "Rabbi Israel forgives ~', \ 

all wh~ have hun him this past year, and he begs forgiveness of anyone he may have offende(P.'-

There is an old ~ tale told of two fast friends who were traveling in the gloomy and dangerous 
mountains of~Persla One day, one of the friends lost his footing and fell into a swirling and turbulent 
stream. His frlend q~iCkly leaped into the waters and saved him from cenain death. The friend who 
almost drowned ordered his most skilled slaves to carve these words on a nearby boulder: "Wan-

_ derer! In this place Nagib heroically saved the life of his friend Mussa." The two friends continued 
their journey, and, after many months, they came to the very spot where the one had save the other' s 
life. They sat for a while reminiscing when, suddenly, for a ttifling maner, the quarreled violently. In 
a fit of anger, the one who almost drowned was sttUck in the face by the friend who had saved. his 
life. The one who was struck got up, picked up a stick and wrote in the white sand near the boulder 
"Wanderer! In this place, in a trivial argument, Nagib broke the hean of his friend Mussa." 

When one of Mussa's men inquired why he would record his heroism in stone but his cruelty <>nly in 
the sand, he replied, "I shall cherish the memory of Nagib's brave assistance forever. But the grave 
injury he JUSt gave me I hope will fade from my memory even before the words fade from the sand." 
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Today we 've come to bare our ~uls and let it aU hang out. Today there is no deception, no conceal
ing. only a frank admission: 1'lC? Ul<tmw l<,tJn ?Y ''I've come ro..sa}! I'm sorry," We ask Divine 
forgiveness. We must also learn to apologize and to forgive those who beg our pardon. This applies 
to husband and wife. parent and child, brother and brother. neighbor and neighbor, religion and 
religion, nation and nation. Let this mcxxi spread in ever-widening circles. Then God will answer our 
prayers and proclaim: 1''''0"0 'M'C" I have forgiven. I have forgiven." 

-----
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From Rosh HaShanah to Yom Kippur: 
A Mini-Lifecycle 

_ Rabbi Elie Spitz 

Ten days ago we gathered in this room and amid prayers of introspection, there was celebration. We 
focused on the marvel of creation and we shared the joyful stories .of the tong-awaitedtmms of Isaac 
and Samuel. We gre~ted each other with warm wishes of Shanah rovah! Today the mood has shifted. 
We gather on this tenth of Tishri ..yith a distincl.seriousness. We spend all day intense prayer and 
self-examinati...Ql1 including the repeated reci~tiol). of a lon.,g list of sins accompanied by beating on 
our chests. -

Last year I worked as a hospital chaplain. My experience presented me each day with the: concrete 
, challenge of illness. It was my responsibility as rabbi to comfon, care and pray for those in' pain and 

fear. What I heard, saw and learned is a great deal and really not very much. I would like to share 
some· of my experi~nces, which perhaps match some of your own. 

First~ is unpredictabl~s we say in our prayers. "whg. will liye and whQ will die." We d~ "not 
know; It IS in God's hands. For some, illness comes suddenly. There was the 36 year-old psycho-
th~rapist, a mooel of gOod. health. One day, leaving a restaurant, he collapsed on the street. The "" 
hemorrhage he suffered left him unable to walk. Among my patients were many who suffered. from 
AIDS. Through them, I could identify with the words of the fourteenth century Jewish poet, Yed.aya 
Penini: .. " 

(

And remember lIlat the companionship of lime is but of soon duration. It flies more quickly than the shades of 
evening. We arc like a cttild that grasps in his hand a sunbeam. He opens his hand soon again, but to his 
amazement finds it empty and the brightness gone. 

At the other end of the spectrum were the elderly who awaited death but their bodies wouldn't quit. I 
visited each day a 90+ year-old named Luba. She didn't remember my name from one day to the 
next Upon request, sh~ would serenade me with old Yiddish and Polish songs in a surpris~ngly 
resonant and melodious voice;. At other times, she would point to her chest and with moist eyes say, 
t'I w~t to die, but my heart is too scron.!." 

For my patients and for us, the length of our days is unpredictable. 
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- Seconc(isaw the value of laved on;YM0ney can buy a private nurse,~t ·tbe wjl! 'i? l~at 
comes from.1~urpose. which is pnIIta(ily garnered from love~s. My patients displayed pride as 
they shared with me Pictures of chilc:1n:n and grandchildren. They were markedly calmer happier 
and more hopeful when they introduced me to husbands, wives, children and friends. ---
Third. I gained a renewed. sense of my value as a rabbi. Aside from my own personal concern, [ was 
a symbol of the Jewish community: My patients gained a perspective that their lives transcended 

--their lirfrired yeats that chey belonged to a people that was, is aitd will be. It was also my responsibil
ity to pray for others. At firstit was awkward for me to initiate prayer. After all there are no intennc-
diaries in our religion. Yet in our nonreligious world, we often lack the tools of prayer. [ learned that 
most of my patients wished to reach beyond themselves to a Presence which transCended their pain, 
their life, and creation itself .. After a few weeks, I began to offer to recite the Mi.sheberakh. which 
requires a special spiritual directed!!..ess. That challenge and the patients' responses were surprisingly 
touching. They would share with me associations of a parent or other loved one. or their feelings of 
connectedness _whic~ niy pr.(yer had elicited. 

Last, I saw the way people confronted. their cri~s correlated with how they had lived their lives. 
. Those who had loved life...and..gave of themseivcSwCfe more accepting of their fate than those who 

led predorrunantIXJielf-involved !!yes. Those who had felrempowered in life to dii'eCnheir fates' 
were generally the ones most willing to accept their fate. For these patients there was dignity in the 
face of the unknown. 

. . 
All and all, I learned as a chaplain that those who confront the finirude of their life agpreciate family. 
and friends, the im rtance of community. and the c a life well-lived including a con-
nect ness wi God. 

For most of my patients their fears rurned to hopes of recovery. For many the experience in the 
hospital changed them. It added a new vigor to their lives and a committnent to readjust their priori

..- ties. 

-

On Yom Kippur we acknowledge our own limits and power. In the words of the Rabbis 
O·7.l117 ru(,·o TV1 C·7.l117 """l '~i1. While our span of years and our health unpredictable. we nonethe
less have much control over the kinds of lives we lead. On Yom Kippur'we immerse ourselves in an 
appreciation of our limits. The goal is teshuvah, the proCess of rerum that gives our precious years 
meaning and dignity. Our challenge tcxlay is to reassess our priorities and to commit ourselves to act 
accordingly. 

Yes, today we fast, but an expectant mother also goes without food whikl!lIabor. Yes, today we 
wear a kittel, but so does a groom as he plcages himself to his betrothed. 

May we use these hours well. As we confront and accept our finirude. may we find in that accep
tance a source of rebirth. May we feel empowered to share our lives and when needed. accept our 
fate. Despite unpredictability, may we trust in each other and in God. May the shofar blast at the end 
of the day, the Teldah Gedo/ah, point us forward and mark our commitment to lead our lives with 
dignity and joy, lives which draw us close to each other and to God. 
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Yizkor 

Rah~j Sanw£i B . Press 

In Thomas Butler's work MemO?' H,'fio'y, Ollture and Mind. the historiar. Milan Hubl is quoted; 
1 "The frfst step in liquidating a people is to erase its memory. Destroy its books. its culture, its 
\ history ... Before l?ng the nation will fo~get what it is, and what it was," 

Judaism is a religion of remembering. Our New Year is called Yom Hazikaron, a "Day of Remem
brance," On each festival we find Yizkor in our lirurgy. Yizkor is a moment set aside to rcmcSlber 
our departed. throughout the year, our rabbinic rommentators allude to the formative power of 
memory,. Myriads' of expressions of remembering are found in the Torah. We can not validate our 
prayers unless there is cognition and mention of ourpasl We "remember" to find expression in the 
present of what we are and from where we come. 

Roben MacAfee Brown t II at memory i~~emory makes us again pan of our 
mmuni . e' E MEMBER". e again become a memberofacommunity by common long-

lOgS, c~mmon s anngs and common pursuits. --

MemOry. Brown tells us, i~e say Uifmy memory serves me right", but our memories 
never serve us right. We select those memories which are somehow significant [0 us. The pnx:ess of 
selection means that identity is not a given, but an act of creation. Our memories construct the 
person we now are. ' --. 

(

The neurologist Oliver Sacks speaks of this in his The Man Who Mistook. His Wife/or a Hat. He tells 
us "we repossess our life stories. We recol1ect ourselves." And thus memories form the self and 
make us what we are this moment ...... 

The third quality. of memory is "tdchalle~2;).ve remember the glory of a people and we are charged 
to emulate and become the heroiCbearer of the message. Greatness comes to people and to nations 
from the response [0 the challenges of individual or collective memory. 

Judaism is a religion of memory. 
~ 

We gather at Yizkor and find ourselves pan of a community. We become connected to our people 
from our past. We "re-member" our ancestors. our prophets and sa~~nd ourselves walking in 
the paths of our people. We reflect on the loved ones with whom we shared love and devotion and 
find ourselves enriched by a past of joy and happiness. Death is not the victor, nor is it what the 
Greek philosopher spoke as '4the last norrible act" Memory suppons us and binds us. We are a 
community together with our sadness, our longings and yes, even here now, our ttiumph. "We re
member." In the silent presenceof a conununity. even d~~ loses its sting. 

Memory is selective. As we pause in Yizkor we find ourselves thinking of the virtues and the charac
ter of those with whom we shared from in the land of the living. We become faithful to memory by 
reflection on the qualities and virtues which make us, during these moments. ever conscious of our 
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loss and ever mindful of the blessings felt. 

As a nation we absorb from the "belongingness" of our community, and fInd the uplift from being 
part of a noble nation. A people who never despair. A people who can overcome the vicissitudes of 
life because we are able to sanctify a moment and celebrate an occasion. 

Moments of structured memory invite us to be challenged by the magnitude of our faith. 

Yizkor is such a moment. 

It awakes tis to the challenges of memory. We fmd inspiration from our ancestors to again fmd " 
Judaism pan of our experience. It is an occasion to be mindful of our loved ones and the contribu
tions of means and energies in which they sacrificed. to preserve the mitzvot and the commandments 
and the ideals of what it means to be a Jew. 

Yizkor is a moment to stop. An occasion to reflect. And incentive to recreate ourselves in the most 
positive image of what the best in our collective rQCmory demands. 

We pray that God will gift us with the understanding to make the most from our"memories. _:7" 

As we pause now in our reflections and mediations on those with whom we shared, and from whom 
we find the void from our loss, let us recah in memory the beauty of their influences. the legacy 
from their memories which remain pan of our life, and let us be challenged to find in our life a 
vibrant expression of their ideals and values which shall remain as a living memorial in tribute to • 

their memory. 
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What Yizkor Teaches About Living 

Rabbi Jo.'Ullhan H. Ginsberg and Rabbi JUlie K. Gordon 

There was a movie released recently called 'That's Life" with Jack Lemmon and Julie Andrews. 
Harvey, an architect. is going to pieces on tt,e eve of his qoth birthday. As his childreri gat.'1er at his 
home to celebrate the occasion, he edges toward the brink of despair. He whines about his car. He 
ridicules his clients. He has had to accept the fact that he isn't Frank Lloyd Wright. He tells his 
remarkable patient wife of many years that he's never acCOmplished wnat he wanted to do and that 
time is running out. He's also convinced that he is the host to any Rumberof terminal diseases. The 
people around him, including the medical doctor who has given him a clean bill of health, encourage 
him to seek psychiaoic help which only infuriates him more. What Halvey doesn't realize -and the 
audience knows from thefilm's opening sequence is that Gil1ian~ his wife, who has her own career 
as a singer, is confronting the possibility that a sma!!JvmOi lD her throat is malignant. Having had a 
biopsy done on the Friday afternoon of the birthday weekend, Gillian won', receive the results until 
Monday. Thus, as Harvey behaves with increasing nastiness towards all those near and dear, it's 
Gillian who suffers most profoundly. Harvey's concerns are real. but Gillian's suffering is so much 
more profound. Why? 

She suffers, first, because the fear of illness. Second, she ~uffers because she feels the illness might 
lead to her death. We share many of Gillian's fem. Some o"f us feel our OOdies turn against us. 
During my first year of rabbinical school when I was 22, a teacher of mine said: "~o one gets to the 
age of 40 without suffering a horrible tragedy." We smiled politely thinking it couldn't be,Jlut by 
the orne we had graduated ftve years later, a classmate, several of our parents. and many other 
relarives and friends had all died. 

"There is no time when we feel the loss more than the High Holidays -when those who once sat 
beside us on this day are gone, the victims of relentless years. We go about with the sense something 
is missing, that something is not quite righL 

On this, the holiest day of the year, we must confront the challenges posed by illness and death. We 
must do it because it will help us address the most basic questions in our lives. Hq,w can lite nave 

-- meaning? How can life be more than an absurdity in the face of the enormous pain and grief, fear 
and despair, brought on by illness and death? 

This pain of i1.!ns.ss and~e p~.~~~ath ~ thl? greate~ains we know. Rabbi Soloveitchik de-
scribes the pain he felt after the death ~is wife this way . . - . 

Over the course of many years. a. man becomes accustomed to rebJrning home flum his outside affairs. He 
climbs the few stepS before the front door of his house in the same way he has done for years. He rings the bell 
out of habit and expects to hear, as always, the soft stepS from the other side of the door. he wailS. but dle steps 
never come. He puts his hand into his pocket, pulls out the key and opens the door. It seems to be the same door 
and the same furniture. Everything is clean and polished a usual. Nevertheless, something has changed. 
Everything appears to be in exactly the same Stale and in the same place in which it was befo~ he left his 
house. Nothing ~ been moved, only no one is there waiting fm bjm .AiD around there is peace and quiet which 
can sometimes be worse than heartieitdering cries. Mourning engulfs his whole being. ... 

. There is a beautiful new book entitled Why Me. Why Anyone? by Rabbi Hershel Jaffe and James and 
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Marcia Rudin, who are best friends. Rabbi Jaffe, a devotee oflong distance running and considered 
the health nut among the Reform rabbis who are his colleagues, was diagn"'o~s·ea"-;;a:>s"' having!.eukemia . 
at the age 2! 4§. In an early stage of the illness as he begins to confront his fear of dying, he wntes: 

How long will I live? That day with Judy in the hematologist's office, when I asked him how long people live 
with this disease, he said, "Well, six months, two yean, ten years. I guess they really don't know." Jim really 
pushed me this afternoon and started me thinking: He asked me if I felt God is punishing me and if I'm angry 
with God. Now that I'm alone and the· night is so long and I'm just lying here waiting for tomorrow, l am 
beginning to wonder why this is happening to me. Why is this happening 10 me? Do I deserve this? Have I done 
something wrong or been a bad person? Am I being punished? Why should someone like me who is trying to do 
God's work, a rabbi, trying to preserve Judaism and help people lead better JewiSh lives, be afflicted? Is this the 
reward I get? This illness will interfere with my goals. Doesn't God want me 10 succeed? Then why did God put 
such a difficult stumbling block in my·way? It doesn' t make sense. 

Where do we find hope. strength, meaning when we feel so alone? How do we deal with our feelings 
that God has deserted us and we are terribly alone? What can we say to all of us who face the stark .. 
ness of this terrible loneliness? Some would say: detach yourself, transcend the pain. Rabbi Harold 
Kushner. in his new book, When Everyrh;ng YQu-.E~ted ln', f'rwugh,l- search for a life of 
meaning, mentioned a discussion he had with a Hindu theologian at a conference on suffering. 

The Hindu representative explained to me over dinner one night that his religion taught him to deal with pain 
and suffering, not by denying it or ignoring, but by rising above iL His religion taught him to say to the most 
pain.ful experiences imaginable: "I will not let you hurt me I ",ill c'p"";"nce the woot that ~ Mooen and 
triumph over it I ""ill learn the art GrOerzhn'iint and banyend the pajn .. He Wd, How ruck)' you are to have 
lost a child when you wen: so young so that you could learn to cooquer gricf and pain." Most people don't have 

. an opportWlity like that until they are much older, he weN on. When a person dies. it is not a tragedy. His soul 
_ returns to the great stream.Jlf..life.like a drop of water ~ing to the oCean. its source. Dying,i~ot painful. _ • 

Some others react in the opposite way by giving in to the despair. Some believe that for every pain 
there should be a pill [0 ~ake the hurting stop. When it does not worlc: out that way, our inability to 
handle any strong emonon, especially pain, leaves us feeling confused and helpless, and we do not 
like feeling helpless. When something happens to hun us and we cannot make the pain go away
illness and rejection, some do not know how to deal with iL Some try to deny it, to pretend that it did 
not really happen, or to pretend that it does not really bother us. But we are unable to fool ourselves, 
when the pain sti~l buns, we are at a loss. Never having learned to 1.ive with pain, some people see no 
other way exc~pt to give up on living. 

. . 
What is the response from our tradition to this question? Surely not by detaching, and not by giving 
up on life. We Jews have a berakhah, a blessing, for everything, even death. When wenear someone 
haS died. we say. "Barukh atah ... dayan ha-e11U!t. Blessed an Thou. iIg1iteous Judge. What prayer do 
we recite as our baSic· mourner's prayer'! The Kaddish __ What does it say? Yirgadal v'yirkadash 
sh' rnei raba. In death and suffering we are taught to confront God head~n. We don't hide from God 
for the pain. Our funeziI-·service·ls held with the dew bOdy in the room. We watch it being lowered 
into the ground. We shovel earth on top of iL We sit and mourn for a week surrounded by the memo

, ries. We recite Kaddish. Yizkor and we visit [he grave: all these rituals force us [0 confront our pain 

I and despair, not ignore it. We do not share the Hindu' s belief that we ought not feel the pain. Rabbi 
Kushner writes: 

I look at him incredulously. Here was a man I liked personally and respected for his religious sincerity. But 
what he was saying was so totally the opposite of what t felt and believed. What his religion taught him about 
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life and death was so different from what mine taught me. t did not feelluclc.y to have lost a son whom I loved. 
Neither had I achieved tranquility or transcended !he pain. The sense of loss still hurts years later. though I had 
learned [() live wilh it More than thai. I believed that it was supPosed [() hun. Living, sensitive souls are easily 
hurt. I don't like being hurt. I don't enjoy experiencing pain, but I believe that I have become Jess of human 
being if lleamed lhe art of detachm~nt $('I well that I can experience lhe dealh of a mend or relative and not be 
emotionally affected by it. When I prott:ct myself against the dangel of loss by teach!r.g myself not [() care, not 
let anyone get too close, I lose part of nlyself. And when I protect myself hom disappointment by not wanting 
to be happy, by telling myself that happint:ssjs a Milage ~ iUusio.l. f diminish my soul. To be alive is to 
feel pain, and to hide from pain ·is to make yourself less alive. ---

We must not believe that life has no meaning. nor do we fl.s.e-ftom pain. So how do we resolve the 
problem of the paralysis and seeming meaninglessness when we are in pain, from illness or the death 
of a loved one? What is the Jewish answer? The answer is really in two pans. The first I find almost 
paradoxical, but the most important truth in the world. We blame God for OUT pain, we1e~rted, 
we feel that we are being unjustly treated. and yel at the same· it is precisely faith that lends 
meaning. It is God th s us cope wilh OUT despair. Think about the emotional state of the bibli

cn-psalmist who wrote: ..,ty K~· ft<1: a"'i'IiT-,t< 'Or' KWK-I lift up my eyes to the mountains and 
ask from where comes my help?" Desperate, ilone, despairing. His answer: "Our help comes from 
Adonai." How? 

When a Jew is sick. we tum to the doctor and we turn to God. Why God? Rabbi Jaffe wrote about 
his illness: 

The great Talmudic Sage, Rabbi Yohanan became ill and a colleaguc visited him. When· the friend was about to 
leave. Rabbi Yohanan said, "Give me your hand. The visiror held his hand. The Talmud says that Yohanan was 

- at lhat moment cured because, like the prisoner who cannot free himself ftom prison. so, tOO. the palent cannot 
free himself from iUness without outside help. Like Rabbi Yohanan, Illad asked a colleague to hold my hand 
and to pray for my recovery. to help me break free from the spiritual: prison of my illness and the physical 
prison of my hospital room. Maybe this is where God comes into all this. He is present in lhe love and concern 

_of people for each other. He tries to help us leam to cope with our destiny and to accept it God is in the Power 
~ of love. the power of prayer, the power of human faith, the power of blessing. 

When we are ill, God gives us the strength to battIe our illness. But how does God help us in the face 
of the eternal void? Rabbi Maurice Lamm writes in the book, The Jewish Way 0/ Dealh and 
Mourning. 

The worst evil of all we created. in the image of God is death, It is the end to all our hope and striving. But 
believing in a God prevails over the evils of lifetime. So do we believe God will prevail over the fmal evil. that 
of death? But how? How could the psalmist write, "Yea, though I walk through the valley of dealh.l fear no 
harm for you are with mc. Your staff and your rod do comfort me. Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me 
all the days ormy life. and I shall abide in the House of the Lord forever." 

How could he write that? It is because he could fmd comfort from God. It is because the psalmist Wlderstood. 
that what means to us, depends on what life means to us. If we believe life is an inconsequential drama a 
purposeless amusement, en IS onl the c I When we live our lives in 
sue a way we show that li ~ is the creation of a benevolent God infusion of ~e divine brealh. than death is 

a return to ~r. We can fmd meaning in the face of despair through our faith in God. 

There is one final answer to the search for meaning when faced with illness and death. It is ttue that 
our end will be the same as all creatures. The difference is not whether or not we die, but how we 
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live. We can face death, our own and the loss of our loved ones, mo~ easily when we feel [hal we 
have ttuly lived. We can affum at the end of our days and at the end of the life of our loved ones that 
life has been qleapingful. 
~ 

Dear friends, on this holiest day of our year, as we prepare to say the Yizkor Service, I pray that all 
. of us be entered into the Book of .Life; for a healthy and happy new year. 
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The Hidden Face of God 

Rabbi Noach Valley 

The (nost commonly asked questions that I receive a~ a rabbi penain to the problem of suffering . 
. Peopie ask: "Rabbi. if there is a loving God, why did He pennit six million of us Jews to be mUT· 
"dered in the Holocaust? Why is there so much sickness and suffering in the world? Why do millions 
die of starvation each year?" This morning, I will attempt to offer some answers to these questions. 

In one respe-ct, the Holocaust is beyond explanation. To give it spiritual justification or metaphysical 
meaning degrades dIe memory of the six million of us Jews. martyrs all, whose lives. sweet and 
beautiful and intensely Jewish, were snuffed out, nor as punishment from God, but as the worst act 
of evil perpettated by so-called human beings. 

Last Shabbat, we read in the Torah, '" ve·histarrifanili mayhem".bayom ha·ha,., "",And I will surely 
hide my face from them."on that day"," The Talmud Yerushalrni [Sanhedrin 10:2) states that there 
was no more difficult hour in the world than that hour in which God made that statement to Moses. 
Hester panim. the act of God turning His face away from us, hiding from us in our anguish, is just a 
temporary state, however devastating it can be, and is never total abandonment. Let us not ask 
where was God during the Holocaust Let us ask, instead, where were the nations and religions of the 
world. and where was our Jewish leadership? 

We ask for God's help in our tribulations. We ask that He show us that He is, indeed, a Get of love. 
There is the Slory of the man who religiously looks in the newspaper for the winning numbers in the 
state lonery and is always disappointed that he does not win. Every week, he prays to God, "1 am a 
religious father. You are a loving God, what have you got to lose, please let me win the state lot· 
tery." Finally a voice from heaven calls out, "Give Me a break, flf'St buy a ticket." 

We need to do our parts in order to bring God's love into our lives. After the Holocaust, we said 
"Never againt" -and we took to hean the imponant Talmudic statement," kol Yisrael arevim zeh 
ba·zeh, All Jews are responsible for one another." On this Yom Kippur day, we pray that God will 
send His love and forgiveness to us. But. isn't it logical. that for our prayers to be answered, we need 
to answer the prayers of Jews in distress allover the world? 

Recently, we rallied under the banner of Operation Moses and 8~000 Jews from Beta Yisrael, the 
House of Ethiopian Israel, were rescued. Now, we must rescue the 10,000 to 15,000 Jewish souls 
still languishing in Ethiopia.. A leader of the Association of Ethiopian Immigrants in Israel pleads for 
our help: "The most important issue today is aliyah, advancing the reunification of families who 
remain in Ethiopia and all I hear is silence from the Jewish world. No one speaks out on our 
OOhalf...I am depressed every day wOOn I think about my bmthers, sisters and grandmother ... I pray 
that a repeat of the Holocaust will not take place. But. the only way it can be prevented. is if we all 
take responsibility for the Jews who remain in Ethiopia.. We must speak outL ... 

Because of our efforts, the plight of Soviet Jewry was made known to the world. We wrote our 
elected officials and took part in protest rallies and marches; witness the successful rally in which a 
quaner of a million people converged on the nation's capital, to let it be known that the rights of 
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freedom and emigration, must be granted to every one of us who is oppressed in Russia. Recently 
uncovered documents have shown that Josef Stalin was actively planning the expulsion to Siberia 
and ultimate genocide of every Soviet Jew. The only thing that stopped his nefarious plans was his 
death in 19531 I like to think, that just as God stepped in 44 years ago to prevent the Holocaust from 
becoming roral genocide, he also interceded 8 years later, on Purim in the year 5713. to stop the 
Holocaust of Soviet Jewry, be/ore it got started. 

Let us· not forget the 4000-5000 1ews still trapped in Syria. a country whose ruler, Assad slaughtered. 
close to 20,000 of his own people in the city of Hama a few years ago. The Syrian Jewish commu
nity is under virtual "house arrest," is not pennined to emigT,ue to Israel, and is held in terror of rape, 
torture, mutilation and murder. Unless we do our part, and fight for the immediate release of OUT 

brotherS and sisters in Syria, the mad modem Antiochus, Assad, may, at his whim, destroy every 
Jew in his country. 

The re-establishment of medifUJI Yisrae/, the country of Israel, in 1948, was surely a vivid demon
stration of God's love. Despite the fact that Israel is strong, we must not take lightly official Arab 
declarations about destroying Israel and committing genocide against a111ews. Are you aware that 
the popular Arabic expression ilbakh al yaluui, which is often on the lips of Arab schoolchil4ren, and 
is a call for another holocaust of us Jews? I am 100 percent for Israel to finally enjoy peace and for 
an end to the horrible bloodshed. I would be in favor of Israel giving up land if that would bring us 
lasting peace. But I know better and so does Israel. Giving up land, carle blanche, would place most 
of Israel ' s population within easy striking range of chemical weapons, monars, rockets, shoulder
launched missiles, and other devastating weapons of total destruction. A generation ago. the Holo
caust was aided and abetted by a silent world. In this. generation, United Nations lynch mobs, West- • 
ern lust for petro-dollars, Third world malevolent anti·Zionism, and the media's constant bashing of 
Israel. are laying the groundwork, for, God forbid, yet another Holocaust! 

When I am asked why there is so much sickness and suffering in the world, I am often at a loss for 
an immediate response. Sometimes there is not answer. Cenain things are simply not in our control 
and, as a result, we feel that God's love is nowhere to be found. 

God gave us an inheritance of clean air and sky, water and tanh, to help insure our being in good 
health. We human beings, in tum, are polluting our inherirance and leaving our descendants a legacy 
of devastating illnesses, genetic mutations, and a world that may soon become uninhabitable. Human 
beings, not God, are responsible for nuclear contamination. damage to the ozone shield and toxic 
waste dumps. 

How can we enjoy good health when American industry forces us to become human guinea pigs 
with noxious chemicals in our food, and with lethal honnones, drugs and antibiotics in our beef 
cattle and poultry; all this helping to destroy OUT immunological systems and disease-defenses? 

How can we be well when government agencies that are supposed to protect us, such as the Environ
mental Protection Agency, the Food and Drug Administration and the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion, are not fulfilling their mandate or public trust, with laws unenforced and gross violations 
covered up'? 

How can we be free of sickness when we don't practice mooerarlon as recommended by 
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Maimonides, but, instead. c~:>ostantly khap a nosh, with unlimited smorgasbords, with fany and 
greasy foods at every meal, with gallons of coffee, tons of sugar and salt, and pastries. The famous 
nutritionist. Dr. Nathan Pritikin, once said that ''The average Jewish diet must have been designed by 
the ererries of the Je~i~.h people!" 

It is tr".ll!. tr,, !i" nCo maner what we do, we may still fall victim to lerminal i11nes~ .. Yet. Maimonides 
does provide us with a dietary blueprint for good health, which indudes not eating many of the foods 
that we are presently eating. God also provides us with a blueprint for good health, when He com
mands us in the Torah [Deut:4:l5J. ve-nishmartem me-od le-nafshotekhem. "You shall diligently 
guard your life and your health," a command which means that we should not subject our txxlies to 
any unnecessary risks or dangers. Yet. doctors continue to speak: of specifically Jewish diseases and 
types of cancer that are diet-related! This means that we are not living as God meant us to live. We 
n~ed to s~op abusing ourselves before we can benefit fonn God's love. 

Why do rrtillions of people throughout the world die of starvation each year? This sad fact does nO[ 
diminish the quality of God's love for all of His children. [n the birkal ha-mazon, the Grace After 
Meals, we say the words. MIen lehem le-khol basar, which means that Goo gives sustenance to all 
flesh because of His loyal. loving faithfulness. Hu EI zan um{QI"nes la-kG/. He is a God who feeds 
and sustains everyone. Many well-meaning and sensitive Jews point out. that since millions of 
people are litetally starving to death. it is hypocritical to say the birkat ho-mazon. I tell these people 
to continue saying it, because in actual fact.. the verses are ttue and correct; God does provide 
enough food to sustain the entire universe. It is not God's fault that surplus agricultural crops are 
destroyed rather than distributed to the needy. It is not God's fault that American fanners ~ paid a 
subsidy for nol harvesting bumper crops. It is not God's fault that many countries (and [cite the 
example of the cruel and corrupt government of Ethiopia in particular) refuse to distribute the food 
that is donated to their starving citizens. It is not God's fault that 80 percent of the grain grown in 
the United States is fed to animals destined for slaughter. It is not God's fault that we human beings 
u·se chemical fertilizers and deadly pesticides, causing widespread air and water pollution, soil 
erosion and depletion. irreversible damage to the eDvironment. and· the poisoning of the food chain. 
Unless we do something, and do it soon, none of the enonnou5 bounty of food that God has provided 
for us, will be fit to eat. 

One important thing we can do is to support. the organization called Mazon, which is a Jewish 
response to hunger. Last year alone, Mazon distributed more than 1/2 million dollars [0 soup kitch
ens and fOOd pantties, and other programs and projects. that help bring food directly to those in need. 
Many people, whenever they arrange a simhah, add 3 percent to its total cost. and send this money to 
Mazon to feed the hungry. Since we Jews spend somewhere between SOO and 800 million dollars a 
year on catered functions and life-cycle parties, think: of how much money we could raise. if all 
simhah-celebrants added 3 percent to the cost of their family celebration, for the purpose of helping 
the wonhy aims of Mazon! Think how meaningful it could be for a young Jewish person who knows 
thau portion of the joy in becondng Bar or Bat Mitzvah. is set aside to help those people who are 
truly in need. 

Why do we fast on this sacred day of Yom Kippur? We become hungry in order that we empathize 
with, and do something about, the starVing people of the world. who have no choice in the matter, 
and whose fast is involuntary. For our Yom Kippur fast to have its special meaning, we need to bring 
God's love to the hungry and the wretched poor, in the fonn of sustenance or nourishment. We need 
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to help bring to an end the hunger-related diseaSes which plague the world. In the Haftarah that we 
just read from the Prophet Is~ah, God ~clls us, "Surely, this is me Fast that [have chosen: Tploosen 
the fetters of wickedness. and untje the cords of the yoke. To let tile oppressed go free. and to break 
off every yoke. It is to share your bread with the hungry, and to take the WIetched poor into your 
home. When you see the naked, to clo~he him, and not hide Y0!lnielf from your own flesh and blood. 
Then shall your light break fonh ~s the morning. and your healing shall spring fQnh speedily." (58:6-
8] Then you will really know the meaning of God's love. 
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Lessons in Life From Rabbi Hanina 

Rabhi Mark Friedman 

Hanin<: ben f)(.sa was a Pa1e-stinian R~"bi wt·o Iive-j during [he f1!St century .Jf the COrnnlon Era. 
Renowned for the simplicity and saintliness of his iife. Hanina was also known as a worker of 
mirclcles. In particular, Rabbi Hanina's prayers on behalf of the sick were considered especially 
efficacious. Most of the stories about him, therefore, deal with miracles. On one occasion, the Tal
mud tells us, while Rabbi Hanina was out walking. it began to rain. He said, "Master of the Uni

verse! The entire world is suffering, and Hanina is comfortable?" And the rain began to fall again. 

"This tale makes an important observation about human nature; We are concerned. naturally with our 
own corOron and happiness. particularly when we perceive others as being well-off and contented. 
There is a danger here: self-centeredness. We may. like Hanina, place our personal needs above 
anything else. 

When we open our eyes as babies, we see the world stretching out around us, and we are at its 
center. This always remains true of our physical vision; we are at the center of the world we see. The 
danger is, though, that this will remain oue for our mental and spiritual vision also. We must recall 
that we are noc the center of che world. or the standard of reference between glXXl and bad; God 
occupies that place. Rabbi Hanina's words upon returning home. "The entire world is suffering, and 
Hanina is comfonable?" are the words we need to keep in mind, SO that we always occupy our own 
human place in this world, and not God's. These words remind us that there are needs to blmet 
beyond our own, and that we can contribute to the fulfilling of these needs. As the late humanitarian 
Albert Schweitzer advised: "Open your eyes and look: for some person. or some work for the sake of 
humanity. which needs a little time, a little sympathy. a little friendliness. a little toil. See if then: is 
not some place where you may invest yourself." 

Another miracle story involving Rabbi Hanina can teach us a lesson. Rabbi Hanina once saw the 
people of his town taking a variety of offerings and gifts up to Jerusalem. He said. "Everyone is 
taking gifts and offerings up to Jerusalem, and I am taking nothing." So Rabbi Hanina went to the 
outskins of town, and found a beautiful stone. He cut it. shaped it, and polished it so it was truly a 
sight to behold. He then declared, "I hereby promise to take this up to Jerusalem." but the stone was 
too heavy for him to carry on his own. So he tried to find workers to carry it. He found five workers. 
He asked. "Will you take this stone up to Jerusalem?" They answered, "If you will pay us, we will 
take it up to Jerusalem for you." When he discovered that he had no money with him. the workers 
left. God, observing the predicament in which Rabbi Hanina found himself, ananged for five angels 
in human form to appear. When they appeared, Hanina asked, "Will you take this stone up for meT' 
They responded, "We will take it up for you on the condition that you, too, help with the carrying." 
Rabbi Hanina lacking any alternative. decided he must also pitch in. So he placed his hands on the 
stone and wrapped his fingers around it. Suddenly. he found himself standing in Jerusalem. He 
looked around, trying to find the people who offered to help him. But he could not fmd them. He 
·then went into the Temple, and entered the chamber where the Sanhedrin, the Supreme court, held 
its sessions, and explained what had taken place. The rabbis there advised him to give up his search 
for these individuals. who were not human. Then Rabbi Hanina understood that they were angels 
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sent form Heaven to help him carry his stone. and to teach him an important lesson about personal 
involvement. 

It is' ave that it tS essential for each of us to recognize our limitations. But do we respond like Rabbi 
Hanina. looking for others to do it without offering to panicipare ourselves? Hany Truman once 
observed, "I studied the lives of great men and famous women, and 1 found that the men and women 
who got to the top were those who did the jobs they had in hand, with everything they had in energy 
and enthusiasm and hard work." 

Anyone involve(fin team spons knows that it is essential for a team's success that each member do 
his or her job to the utmost even if that role is only supportive. At the same time, a team must func
tion like a leam, looking out for each other, and providing assistance when and where it is called for. 
These tales of Rabbi Hanin~ ben Dosa remind us that a life lived only for oneself is not really living, 
and a life lived without independence, effon, and a sense of panicipation, is a life lacking in real 
meaning and true fulfillment 
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